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Students must ae_e_eal status

Non-residents seek changes
By PAUL FRIDLUND
"I try to talk to every student
who comes in," explained Lonald
"Corky" Bridges, director of admissions. But at least three Central students say the meeting was
too late.
Paige Baker, Nancy Crawley
and Beth Mallorie are classified
"non-resident" students by
Bridge's office. This means they
must pay an additional $900 tuition
this year.
The general catalog states "Resident is defined for tuition purposes as a student who has lived in
the State of Washington at least
one year immediately prior to the
date of the student's registration."
These students felt they could
establish their residency at Cen-

tral without difficulty. But they
ran into trouble when they registered this fall.
They went through registration
assuming they were residents. All
had lived here one year or more,
each had registered and voted in
Washington elections, and each
had plans to live in Washington for
several years. One even owns a
house. But when they went to pay
their tuition the school still had
them classified as non-residents.
On registration day the students
met Corky Bridges.
Bridges asked each student if he
or she had read Statutes RCW 28B
15.011 through 28B.15.014. The
general catalog says, "For detailed
information regarding residency,
see Statutes RCW 28B.15.011
through 28B.15.Q14." This statute
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gives the legislatures rul~s for
establishing a "bona fide domicile
in this state."
The only information concerning
this statute or any other procedures for establishing a permanent
residence in Washington supplied
by the school is the one sentence in
the general catalog-·except upon
request. Out-of-state students are
not told this information is available at the admissions office.
Corky Bridges decides whether
a student is a resident or non-resident. "It is an interpretation for
each individual case," Bridges
explained. He explained there are
several factors which determine
residency. Some include bank
accounts, rent receipts, driver's
license and voting.
He did say, however, voter

Funding dispute continues
The State College Council
[SCC], announced its stand against
collective bargainil:.; for college
and university faculty members at
a -Senate task force meeting Friday, Nov. 5.
.
The meeting on collective bargaining for higher education was
held at the University of Washington. Council members read a
prepared statement and later
answered questions to further
explain their stand on the issue.
The SCC is a statewide organization whose membership consists
of student body presidents from all
state colleges and universities in
Washington. It deals with problems and issues which affect

students attending state institutions.
One of those issues is collective
bargaining for faculty members
and, accordii:ig to the sec statement, its implementation would be
detrimental to students. Roland
Lewis, SCC chairman and WSU
student body president, commented, "As far as the student point of
view is concerned, we have much
more to lose than to gain."
Of major concern to the SCC is
the possibility that collective bargaining will exclude students from
the decision-making process. The
statement explained that in the
past, students have had the right
to participate in decisions which
affect their learning conditions.
But according to the statement,
"Because these 'academic' matters

28B.011 through 28B.15.014. Yet in
Baker's case residency was not
established until he opened a bank
account in Ellensburg. This is
when Bridges decided Baker established his intent, not when he
established his intent to attend
Central after moving to Washington.
Beth Mallorie said, "I feel I'm
being treated like a file card and
being filed away. It's so frustrating."
Monday afternoon the students
brought their complaints before
the president's advisory council.
After listening to the problems
faced by non-residents having a
difficult time establishing residency, the group decided to investigate possible solutions to the
problems students are having in
the admissions office.
Many of the council members
appeared surprised students were
not getting information about how
to become a resident and that their
appeals were filed with the same
man who denied their original
request .
(cont. on pg. 2)

BOT member resigns
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By MARCI BAKER

registration is consider-ed "sometimes yes, sometimes not. Some
people would rather not go
through absentee ballots." From
information supplied Bridges
makes his decision. If he denies
residency the student can file an
appeal.
The appeal is submitted within
ten days to Corky Bridges. In
consultationwith the attorney
general, he decides whether or not
to reverse his first decision. A
student's final hope is an appeal to
the Board of Trustees.
When a student's request is
denied or his appeal is rejected,
the student receives a letter. But
the letter is a .form letter and does
not explain why the request is
denied.
For the students affected, this
can be an embittering experience.
"Living here isn't establishing
intent?" Paige Baker asks. "I've
been independent for the last nine
years. Where I go is where I live,
and I plan to stay in Washington
for some time."
Bridges explained a student has
one year to comply with RCW

are subject to negotiations along
with the 'economic' ones, much of
educational policy will · fall under
the scope of the negotiated agreement."
Therefore, unless students
"form an integral part of any
c1>llective bargaining negotiations," they will lose their right to
participate in decisions which
directly affect them.
The statement also expressed
sec concern over the possibility of
a strike. Current collective bargaining legislation does not include
a no-strike clause. The statement
explained,"Students stand to
severely lose during an academic
strike because it sets back their
argued

Herb Frank has resigned his ·
position on Central's Board of
Trustees, and at least two more
may resign as a result of Washington's referendum requiring public
financial disclosure for government appointed officials.
As a result of the other potential
resignations the fate of Central's
Board of Trustees is in doubt at a
time when they are preparing to
select a new college president.
In order to operate the board
must have three of its' alloted five
members to vote. If three members leave, the board will be
unable to operate until Dixy Lee
Ray appoints new members after
taking office in January.
Frank sent a letter to Governor
Dan Evans requesting his resignation go into effect by Dec. 1.
His resignation is said to be the
first in the state since passage of
Referendum 36. This referendum
extended financial laws to government appointed officials.

not affect his position on the Board
of Trustees. He has served almost
nine years on the board and his
second term was due to expire
March 1, 1979.
Under the new referendum officials have· until January to decide
whether or not they are going to
resign. A Washington law states a
referendum becomes law after 30
days, or Dec. 2. Frank may have
made his resignation effective
Dec. 1 to avoid and legal complications which might arise in the time
period in question.

Indications have been made that
two other trustees are debating
resignation under the financial
disclosure law.
The trustees
mentioned are Paul Schaake of
Ellensburg and Eugene Brain of
Seattle. Both have indicated they
may resign, but at this time they
have not announced anv decision.
A fourth member of the board is
pregnant and it is not known
Frank feels his personal records whether or not Kathrine Hunter
are private and he objects to will request a leave of absence
disclosing information which does after her child is born.

'Boys' will
premier
. An explicitly adult stage play
which had been made into a movie
several years ago --- The Boys in
the Band --- will 'be staged on the
Central campus the evenings . of
Nov. 18, 19 and 20.
Curtain time for each performance in Threepenny Playhouse in
Barge Hall is 8:30 pm.
The production's student director, Liz Watters, said while the
play deals with homosexuality it is
more of a stage story covering
human experience.
Leading roles in the cast of nine
men will be filled by Spokane
students David McMahan and
Charles Burke, who portray former college roommates.
Others in the cast are: Dave
Marcordes, Ellensburg; Ron
D'Olivio, Gig Harbor; Marc Smith,
Coatesville, Pa.; Clayton Doherty,
Montana; Peter Lehrman, Ramsey, NJ; Chris Reinertsen,
Edmonds; and Mike Daschbach,
Ellensburg.
Admission is complimentary.

ALL MALE CALL-Attitudes clash and the .
reiterate sound t11 glass will surface at Friday night's

performance of Boys in the Band. The anxiously ·
awaited play will r·~m through this weekend.

~ampus
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Her job is now in jeopardy

Roslyn police officer arrests 'drunken' chief
By MARCI BAKER

Roslyn Po lice Officer Carol
Smith claims she was doing her job
when she arrested her police chief
three weeks ago for suspicion of
drunken driving.
Apparently Roslyn Mayor
William Craven and the city
council did not see it that way.
When Smith reported to work the
next night, they were there to
greet her and demand that she
turn in her badge.
According to Smith's attorney,
John Clark, the events leading up
to the officer's dismissal began
with an argument between Smith
and Police Chief Frank Dullahant.
He explained that during the
argument, she thought she smelled liquor on Dullahant's breath
and therefore, suspected he was
drunk.
Smith and Dullahant got into
his patrol car and drove erratically
to the city hall building where
another officer was supposed to
relieve him of his shift.
Clark said Smith felt there was
"probably cause for arrest." However, she sought advice at the time
from several sources including
Mayor Craven and the sheriffs
department. The sheriffs depart-

ment sent a deputy to city hall.
When he arrived, Smith placed
Dullahant under arrest. She and
another Roslyn patrolman, Pete
Osiadacz, Jr., then escorted him to
the Cle Elum ,jail.
Clark said Dullahant performed
several physical inebriation tests.
The results of these, he continued,
led Smith to administer the
breathalyzer test. The test reported a small amount of alcohol in the
blood--an amount well under the
legal limit. Dullahant was, therefore, released from custody.
When Smith returned to work
the next night, Craven and two
council members confronted her
and ordered her to turn in her
badge.
Smith had been a member of the
three-person Roslyn police team
for 13 months. She was the only
officer who had attended the
Seattle Police Academy. 'Clark
noted that while working in
Roslyn, ·Smith had been "sort of
active" in trying to obtain retire. ment and overtime benefits for
police officers.
Although no longer working,
Smith is maintaining a full load at
Central where she is majoring in
law and justice.
Clark said Smith "felt it was her

Advisory council
mulls over appeals
(cont. from pg. 1)

Tuesday a meeting was held to
discuss possible solutions· to the
problems surfaced at the advisory
council meeting. Jimmie Applegate, special assistant to President
Brooks; Louis Bovos, registrar;
and Owen Clarke, attorney general, met with Paige Baker, Stu
McMullen and Paul Fridlund. The
group discussed the problem and
offered potential solutions to the
information problem to be presented to the presidential advisory
committee Monday.
Bovos said his office could send
new out-of-state students a statement of their status on their

.
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Frederick said Smith would
receive such a settlement if she
deserved it. But he said it appears
from the evidence that her dismissal was justified. She made a
mistake, claimed Frederick, and it
was the "kind of mistake that
would just make working in
Roslyn impossible."
Smith was contacted but she
declined to comment on the matter. Craven has instructed all
other persons involved - in the
incident to also decline from
making any comments.

classes possible
-~

pre-payment card, insert a paragraph reminding them they
should investigate residency requirements and to notify each
student of his or her status on
their registration permit.
In follow-up packets to new
students, it was proposed state
statutes, a letter of explanation,
and a residency application could
be sent. An insertion in the catalog
is also under discussion. Questions
over the right of Corky Bridges to
review appeals against his own
decisions were also raised.
For the students who were
denied residency it appears their
only course of action will be an
appeal to the Board of Trustees.

also said the city has no personnel
policy so there is "no way to
determine whether the proper
procedure was followed."
Clark said he will try to settle
the matter out of court. He said he
will argue for reinstatement, back
wages and retirement benefits.

Flexible sum mer
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duty as a policewoman to arrest." Dullahant because he reprimanded
There were witnesses at the her in public. The arrest action, .he
·said was merely a way for her to
argument between the two
officers. He said Smith believed release her hostilities.
that they, too, might have suspectFrederick commented that he,
ed Dullahant was intoxicated. The as well as Craven, regretted
situation would have reflected on having to take action against
the department had it been left Smith's "mistake."
"She was a good officer," he
alone.
Smith chose to take action and said. "The mayor was starting to
arrest the chief, but apparently apprieciate her efforts as an
there is no record of the arrest.
officer." He fmther commented
City Attorney Brian Frederick her position was also respected by
said she never actually cited members of the community.
Dullahant for a violation. He said
Because Craven believed Smith
she also failed to complete the was a good police officer, Clark
sheriffs Jog afte-:· the breathalyzer said "the elements of sex discrimtest had been given. Frederick, ination are weak." But he said
who contends that Smith's action there are il}dications of a due
was planned, said she realized process violation. "As yet she has
with the results of the breathalyz.- received no reason for her dismiser that her action would-not be sal," Clark explained.
successful. Therefore, she did not
He said, too, that Smith could
bother to complete the reports,
not afford any kind of hearing. He
"She had another reason for
making the arrest," said Frederick. "It was to get rid ·of the police
chief." He said Smith had previously told some sheriffs deputies she was "going to do something like that."
Frederick said Smith was havAn approach to summer class
ing some difficulties with her job.
He said she had been embar- schedules which would enable
rassed by the argument with Central students to be in class as

ittle as four days a week is being
;tudied.
This flexible scheduling includes
~· longer class day with periods
lengthened to one hour and 20
minutes. This would enable some
students to compress their in-class
sessions to four days per week.
A key to the summer school
program change is the accompanying plan for a series of two
and three-day workshops covering
the Thursday through Sunday
periods.
There will be no change in the
instruction time-class credit ratio.

Dear Stu';

I have been here [Ellensburg] for more than a year. I have been
independent and have been on my own for almost 10 years. I would
like to know why there was not any information at registration or any
other time about the proper procedures to become a resident. Why
should I suffer the extra $1000 to go to school this year? Any place I
have lived has been my residence. I object ·to bearing the
consequences of someone else's inaction!
Alienated

The new summer school routine,
with an increased time for daily
class meetings, . is more easily
accomodated by students taking
courses of from one to four credits
each. Students with five credit
classes-which normally would
meet daily Monday through Friday- may find that some course
will continue to be taught on that
basis.

Dear Alienated:
In your general catalog you will find a sentence which read, "For
detailed information regarding residency see Statutes RCW
The changes, proposed by Cen28B.15.011 through 28B.15.014."
Lonald "Corky" Bridges,
tral's new director of off-campus
director of admissions, is the man who decides which students are i arid summer school programs,
residents and which are non-residents. In your case you were denied · Larry C. Helms, will be detailed in
summer session catalogues and
residency. Did you file an appeal? You have the right to appeal the
class schedules to be disseminated
decision to Corky Bridges and the college attorney general. He could
this winter.
reverse his previous decision. If your appeal is denied you have one
more appeal. You may then appeal to the Board of Trustees.
Helms indicated that a number
Please let me know the results of any action you take.
of col1ege departments already are
planning special two and three-day
works~ops as part of the new
summer program.
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You can too!
YAKIMA

Call: 493·4811
800·552·7290
lOLL FREE

What you hear ~ay change your life!
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Operator takes crazy ca I ls
By BETTY MITCHELL

and from girls who ask ho.w to get
beer stains out of a silk dress."
She said, "They usually call
intoxicated on Friday or Saturday
nights."
Fran commented that everyone
expects the directory to know
everything including all activities
and functions around campus.

Fran Warren, manager and
switchboard operator for the cam, pus directory says the calls she
receives are unbelievable.
She said, "We get calls from
guys who want the phone numbers
of (alleged) prostitµtes on ca~p~

HOT LINE-Manager Fran Warren and student operators Kim Lisk
and Robert Struzenberg answer the many varied queries for Campus.
Directory.

The Campus Directory is a very
unique· program ~n which all student, faculty and· staff addresses
and phone numbers are in computer form.
When an inquiry for an address
is made, the switchboard punches
the person's name in the computer
and the information is transcribed
within seconds. If there is a change
in an address or a phone number,
the switchboard must be informed.
Warren has been with Central's
switchboard for 19 years and has
been in the phone business for 30
years. She is originally from
Auror_a, Nebraska where she lived
until 1956. Then she moved to
Ellensburg to work for the Ellensburg Telephone Company, and
later for the campus switchboard.
Her hobbies include teaching
first aid, being affiliated with the
campfire girls and doing leather
crafts. She is currently attending
school at Central and is interested
in emergency services and paramedics. · When asked what she
enjoys most she said, "Just living
and being with my family."
Besides Fran, there are th-ree
full-time people, one part-time
person and 15 students working at
the switchboard.
Campus Directory is open 24
hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days of the year.

Elderly repay societal needs
At long last, senior citizens are
beginning to receive -t he recognition and consideration they deserve. Until recently, too . little
notice has been taken -of their
contributions to society, the knowledge and experience acquired in a
lifetime of work, service and
citizenship.
·But all that is changing in this
community and throughout the
nation. National, state and local
legislation; publicity and growing
public awareness; and senior citizen militancy has helped.
In the Kittitas Valley community, many public and private
programs function to enhance the
independence and quality of life of
senior citizens.
They are: 1) the various "outreach" programs; 2) RSVP; 3)
Kittitas County Action Council; 4)
Friendly Place; 5) Silver Circle; 6)
County Health Department; 7)
Kittitas County Senior Citizen
Planning Agency; 8) Department
of Social and Health Services; 9)
AARP-NRTA; 10) FISH; and 11)
Information and Referral Office.
The US Administration on Aging, the State Office on Aging, and
the Yakima Area Agency on Aging
allocate to some of the programs
funds appropriated by federal and
state gov~rnments. The city of
Ellensburg ·and Kittitas County
also assist in funding.
Central has started a three-part
program in recognition of senior
citizen contributions and needs.
Studies Toward Aging and Retirement (STAR) is the overall
name of the three components
program. _
STAR prepares students for
professional careers in service to
older people and leads toward BA
and MA degrees. Persons from
nineteen to fifty-five years of age
are now enrolled in the program.
The Senior Scholars Program is
designed for senior citizens who
choose to live on campus, enroll in
college courses, and/ or contribute
their knowledge and experience to
college programs.

The third part of STAR is the
Ret irement Education Program
which began this fall. Nine weekly
worksho.ps on various themes are
the heart of the program.
It is experimental, and presently designed for facu~ty and staff of
the college. After the experimental phase has been evaluated, plans
are to extend the program to the
larger community.
Along with a member of the
college's psychology department,
STAR is initiating a research
. project into the relationship between aging and memory and
learning functions;
Apart from the STAR Program,
the college's office of auxiliary
services administers a countywide nutrition progra_m . .
This service includes preparation and delivery of one meal five
days a week to about 100 persons
in three locations--Kittitas, Cle
Elum, and the college campus.

for The ASC

.

PROGRAMMING AGENCY
Following positions
•

Concert -chairperson

I

BLUE
LEVI'S®
The original, century-old blue britches

•Dance chairperson
•

Advertising chairperson

that won the Westlong, lean and rugged

or shrink-to-fit,
.

I

i

!

;-·-------·-·-·------~

Those interested in further information, may call 963-2408 at the
college.

Applications are now being takenl

i- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---:- - --,
. Spill the parakeet feed into the j
I
j par~iey flakes? Come down to!
I
.HOPPY'S for a free seed gleaner. ·
I

There are no fixed prices for the
meals. Participants pay what they
are able to afford. The program is
funded under Title VII (Nutrition)
of the Older Americans Act.
Other-activities have included~ STAR committee exploring with
the Yakima Area Agency ·on ·
Aging, the feasibility of developing 'jointly with the ·agency and
community colleges in Central
Washington, and .in-service training program for persons working
in the field of aging. This program
would lead to a certificate in
gerontology.
The program was authorized by
the state legislature. Participants
may enroll for audit or credit in
classes with up to seven credits for
a fee of only $5. Credits earned
may not be applied toward a .
degree or advancement on a salary
or wage scale.

•

Films chairperson

If you are interested in working vyith
entertainment and social activities, co.'m e
to the ASC office in the S. W. corner of
the Sub and pick up an application.
Filing period will close one week from,
today.

the choice is yours.

O&Jk1
o)

f?~_a.
DOWNTOWN

I
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David PaY.:son:

B~ron Akita:

Cold weather ahead
Somebody ought to do something about the weather around
here.
True, the past couple of months
have been unusually nice. But it
won't be long until the wind starts
blowing and the snow starts falling
-- two natural phenomenons which
make this place perhaps the most
miserable location on God's green
earth in the wintertime.
Oh sure, those- winter wonderland scenes they run on the cover
of the winter class schedules are
beautiful, filled as they are with
snow sculptured buildings and
trees. But they only show part of
the story. Besides the beauty of a
freshly fallen snow, there's also
the treachery and misery that
comes with it.
How can you capture in a
photograph, for: example, the
misery of snow soaked socks or the
agony of frozen water pipes? How
do you show the heartbreak of
cracked engine blocks, dead batteries and $40 a month electric
bills? Can you really recreate the
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feeling of terror that comes with
driving on glacier-slick roads
where brakes are worthless and
may even send you into an
irrecoverable spin if applied too
firmly? Sure you can. A clever
cameraman could convey all these
things by photograph. But you
won't see such pictures.
Not
around here. They want you to
come back next winter. Consequently, we get snowscapes.
There is one good thing about
the snow though -- it goes away.
After hanging around for a couple
of miserable months, it eventually
melts, and you can be done with it.
Not so with the wind. Once it
start~ blowing, it will continue to
blow unmercifully for months on
end.. Many tales are told of the
fierce Ellensburg wind. One --

perhaps it is myth -· tells of a day
so windy that a number of students were actually driven mad by
its incessant force. They were last
seen huddled together like lemmings, headed to off-campus and
walking directly into the wind,
howling and chortling madly.
They never returned, so the
story goes.
So the snow and wind are two
things we could do without around
~ere. Life is tough enough without
having to battle the · elements.
Surely something could be done
about this problem, maybe build a
dome over the county.
Ah, but then they would tax us!
The tax structure of this state is
ridiculous. Somebody ought. to do
something about it. Did you know
th~t we pay ...

.........
Central's administration, like
most governing bodies in our
country, has the tendency to
"blame the victim.''
During the spring of 1976, a
group of ethnic minority students
met with Central's Board of Trustees; President Brooks; Vice-President-Harrington; and Burton Williams, dean of social and behavorial sciences. They discussed Central's lack of commitment to the
ethnic studies program, minority
counseling and other student services, and the retention and recruitment of minority faculty and
students.
At the meetings, the minorities
were treated like victims of rape.
They had to prove they were being
victimized.
"Who gave you the right to call
state and federal agencies?" and
"Who . are you to question our
actions?" were asked by the administrators. In local newspapers
minority "concerns" became
"gripes" and minority student
leaders became "radicals."
The truth of the matter is that
those students who spearheaded
these meetings were far from
being radical. They worked entirely within the system, and only
after realizing nothing constructive could be accomplished by
working 'in house' did the students
contact state and federal agencies

whose designated jog it is to
resolve such conflicts.
A task force composed of a
Board of Trustees representative,
administrative representative and
-concerned student and community
leaders was proposed by the
"radical" minority students to
further look into the problems on
campus. This would have provided
some mechanism to resolve these
problems. The names and addresses of student spokespersons
were also left with the Board of
Trustees.
Yet, as of this time, nothing has
been done. Neither spokesperson
has been contacted by the Board of
Trustees for further meetings. In
fact, the whole matter appears to
have been swept under the rug.
The minority students have had
to continually act as watchdogs of
the administration in an attempt
to hold them accountable for their
actions. It is a shame that because
of this process they are viewed as
troublemakers. Instead of trying
to work with these students, the
administration has continually
used their position to question
the credibility and motives of the
minority students. But the saddest
aspect of the whole affair is the
administration's failure to see the
benefits that could be accomplished by working with, instead of
opposing, these students.
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You'll never get a betterdeal. • • •
So you want to live in Washington? Welcome aboard! You'll
never find a better deal than the
one I've got for you.
Hi friends, I'm Honest Horky
giving you a chance to be part of
the most exciting college in Washington. I mean this baby's got it
all. It's got your Central heating

diplomas, why, it's even got a
faculty.
And have I got a deal for you
non-residents this week. They
don't caU me Honest Horky for
nothing and I'm here to help you.
I've got nothing against you
foreigners as long as you stay in
your place. Why, I even ate in the

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., fl 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

We're Looking For
a Few Good Vets!
· Are you one of the many Vets in the greater
Ellensburg area, that miss the adventure and
drama of good military training and love that
civilian life too? Have both with your local
mechanized grunt unit, Company A 1/161
Infantry (Mechanized) Washington Army
National Guard. TRY ONE weekend a month
and ,15 days next summer for ONE year with
the rank or grade you held at discharge.
TRY ONE means $1100 to $1400 plus extra
benefits. Extra bucks to help out with books,
.rent, auto, etc. Phone citizen soldier Carl E.
Lawyer at 925-2933 or stop by the Armory
next to· The Rodeo 1Grounds. ~.
YOU BELONG IN THE GUARD.
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB!
OPPORTUNITY FOR
1
NON VETS T00
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same restaurant as one .of you last
week. Of course I didn't sit on the
non-resident side, but that doesn't
mean I don't like you. Your money
is the same as everyone elses, and
let's look ·at the bright side.
You've got more of it, right?
This week we've got a special
for you foreigners. You've lived
here for 12 months. You might
even have a Washington drivers
license. Why, you might even
have voted in the last election.
It doesn't make any difference to
me. A foreigner is a foreigner.
And for just $900 we'll let you pay
what the other students pay.
Honest Borky always makes the
better deal.
Yes, · folks, the time to go to
school is now. It's never been
easier to become a resident. . All
you have to do is check RCW
28B.15.011 through 28.15.014. But

don't worry about this minor
technicality now. I'm sure it will
pop up in 12 months. But it's not
important for me to tell you about
it now.
You say you heard some snob
complaining about this minor problem. Well, let me tell you this.
Complaints are few and far between at Honest Borky's. After
all, I'm a firm believer in the
slogan, "When the apples are ripe,
pluck them.''
Friends, don't pass up this
opportunity of a life time. Get on
down to Honest Borky's where a
deal is a steal.

A.s.c.

ELECTIONS
Filing For:

Gemini Shirt
and Gift Shop
Custom lettering on all shirts.
Special prices for teams, dorms, or
groupies.Come in and pick out your
HEAD supplies for fall quarter. See
our new selection of T-shirt symbols.

A.S.C.
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS
BOARD OF CONTROL
POSITIONS No. 4 and No. 5
ALL COLLEGE JUDICIAL COUNCIL
POSITIONS No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6

Fl LING DEADLINE
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1976, 5:00 p.m.
.Applications available in the A.S.C. Office (S.U.B.)
Phone: 963-1691
Elt!Ctions will be held during Winter q;;arter regi~tration.

Gemini in the Plaz·a.

925-3005
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What changes would you like
to see at Central?

Change in attitude. I'm from the
city and people are supposed to be
more honest and outgoing in a
small town, but I've found people
are the same here.
Marc Smith, junior, vocal music

More openness in student-faculty relations. Student-prof relationships should come down to our
level instead of treating students
like dirt.
Beef Westbrook, junior, leisure
services

More. Chicano students, more
Chicano faculty and more minority
activities. The minority coalition
has been trying to increase minority ·faculty but so far President
Brooks hasn't done anything.
Rosa Hernandez, junior, sociology

There is a large lack of communication between students, faculty
and administration. I'd like to see
the students take more interest in
local political events since they are
here for two to four years on the
average.
Mike Hawkins, senior, sociology/
history

The housing code for those
under 21 years should be changed.
I live off-campus but friends of
mine cannot live off-campus.
Pat Smith, sophomore, undecided
After attending the U of W I
came back to Central. I like
Central because the classes are
smaller and friendlier. I like it
here.
Annette Evans, senior, · physical
education

Halloweena Fun Night
[The following is a letter sent to
Kamola Hall students.]
1

1

1

1

To the editor:
Thanks to you the Halloween
Fun Night at the Fairgrounds was
a success again this year. Children
of all ages enjoyed the festivities
which included Charlie Brown's
Great Pumpkin Patch, the Spook
House, a Costume Contest, a Trick
or Treat Wagon, pinatas filled
with candy, a Jack O' Lantern
contest, and other tun games.
Attendances were up from last
year and enthusiasm was higher
than ever.
We hope to add even more
activities and involve more groups
next year. May we count on you?
Thank you again for helping to
make this year's Halloween a fun
and safe one for the youth of
Ellensburg and the Kittitas
Valley.
Terry Leberman
Director
Parks-Recreation Department

Telescopi~

request
[The following letter has been sent
to James Brooks, Central president.]
To the Editor:

ln 1966, the family of Howard R.
Aust presented a telescope to
Central as a memorial to this man.
, I am now requesting the return of
' this gift in the knowledge that if
this man were living today with
his principles, would be making
this request.
_
If a justification is necessary, I
address to the question: is there a
certain degree of integrity and

responsibility expectant of an institution of higher education?
If specifics are · necessary, I
address, as an off-campus student,
to an academic currently being
sup.ported through "visiting scholar" privileges by the University of
Washington Graduate School and
the fact that this academic, developed between 1971 and 1975·by a
Central student, did not qualify for
a second Bachelor of Arts biology
degree award involving 52 credits.
I further address to this 1976
interest in and of the State of
Washington as associated with my
academic.
This program of study was made
possible through a federal grant
educational
entitlement
to
~idows, widowers and children of
100 percent disabled veterans and
a lack of a degree-award terminates that entitlement. To date,
there has been two addressments,
early 1975 and early 1976, with
your one response of "under·
review" on June 1976. Having sent
both children to Central and
myself currently attending, I expressed a degree of confidence in
you and your institution.
Please expedite all necessary
arrangements for a pre-paid and
safe delivery of this telescope to
the below address.
Yours very truly,
VidaF. Aust
[Mrs. Howard R. Aust]
4708-18th N.E. #4
Seattle, WA 98105

ness came from the dining h~lls.
This is so wrong to do, as our Food
Director, Mr. Glenn Pennell is
doing such a fine job and is realiy
very sure all is perfect.
I'm sorry this was on the big
headlines of the Crier.
Annie Richerson
Food II Commons
Dining Hall

BOC posts
are open
Tc;> the editor:
Because there are new procedures for electing ASC positions
this year we felt a letter of

i_n formation to your readers to be
important.
First, the Board of Control
(BOC), is a group of students
serving the student needs in an'
-administrative capacity. They are
a direct link to school administrators· as well as being responsible
for a large part of campus social
activities.
At Central the BOC was designed to replace the previous
president, vice-president, secretary type government. It was felt
it would gain a stronger representation of student concerns - five
BOC members making decisions
instead of the president.
Two of these positions will be up
for re-election this winter quarter.
Positions #4 and #5 (all positions
serve in the same capacity) will be
voted on during winter registration. These two people will begin

serving the board in a, non-voting,
non-paid capacity winter quarter
and will begin full service to the
ASC spring 1977. This will allow a
one quarter transitional period.
Also, positions #4, #5 and #6 on
Campus Judicial Council will be up
for election. There will also be a
one quarter transitional period for
these three positions.
Judicial Council's primary concern is to judge constitutionality of
ASC activities based on the ASC
constitution.
All of these positions (BOC and
Judicial Council) are to be voted on
during winter registration. Filing
information for all offices available
in the ASC office (south'west
corner of the SUB), 963-1691.
Deadline for filing for all positions is Dec. l, at 5 pm.
Dave Thomason, Member, BOC,
Associated Students

Food link
was stale
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the
heading on the Nov. 4 Crier.
Why did the writer have to use
the heading that he did? It
certainly was misleading. especially when the day before~ Dr.
Atwood, MD, Kittitas County
health office, said there was no
evidence whatsoever that the ill-

Thanks to all the voters who
supported me, and a very special thankyou to everyone who wor.ked with us for
a fine cal'{lpaign.
Sincerely,
Linda Clifton
Paid for by the Committee.to elect Linda Clifton, Democrat,
Diane Downing, Coordinator.

Orders rece=d by Dec 15 1976 will be delivered before Christmas
M111 check or money order 10 TELTr.ONICS, 2400 E. Devon, Des Plaines, 111. 60018

Please send lhe following walch(es) (Specify your choice of 10

sg1~~r ~~~~u,; s:~l~o5wle~ u~~e~s1~~d ~~~~rl ·~~?'r"e~e~!lt~~.o~

Teltron1cs calculator with every
QUANTITY
STYLE

two watches I order
FINISH

Pr.ICE

Add S1 00 sh1pp1ng and handling cost for each watch Illinois
residents add 5% sales tax I enclose my check or money order
for the total s _ _ __
{No cash-no COD s accepted Offer goOd 1n continental USA only '

Address-------------State

Zip
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expressed a desire to attend the
next SCC meeting on Dec. 4 at
that graduations would be delayed Western Washington State Colif a strike was called in the spring. lege. If he comes, said Lewis, King
Jobs could be lost because academ- will explain the bill and its
ic requirements could not be met advantages in more detail. "We
or because they were achieved too think we understand, but maybe
late in the year.
we don't," he commented. Lewis
Lewis said that the SCC is "very added that King's appearance
understanding of the faculty's would also "give us a chance to
problems." He said he realizes explain our concerns."
faculty members have little conAlthough the SCC's statement
trol over their worldng conditions. was made on behalf of the student
But, he ·. added, the problems bodies on all state college camshould be handled through means puses, students apparently have
other than collective bargaining.
little input into the organization's
The statement read before the decision.
Lewis said some but not many
task force two weeks ago was a
preliminary one. "We're still work- students were asked their views
ing on it/' commented Lewis. "The on collective bargaining. There
original statement is not the whole was no campus-wide attempt, he
story." The SCC, he said, is still said, to determine how students
gathering data and information to felt about the issue.
The BOC also had contacted few
support their stand. More comprehensive arguments will be made students before they issued a
before the legislature during its statement on collective bargaining
that was a near duplication of the
next ses~ion, he said.
sec statement.
According to Lewis, House Bill
HOC chairperson Stu McMulnumber- 1335 has the greatest len said some inquiries were made
chance of passing both legislative after the BOC stand against the
houses.
legislation had already been taken
Although it does compromise He said the BOC's position, howbetween the interests of students, ever, is representative of the
faculty and administrators, Lewis student body "because we repreexplained that the bill has import- sent the students."
The SCC stand is a simple
ant shortcomings. It does not
contain a no-strike clause. It also one--no collective bargaining for
does not allow for student partici- higher education. Lewis said, "We
pation in ·collective bargaining haven't considered a second choice
on collective bargaining leg-islasessions beyond observation.
Lewis said t):iat Rep. Richard tion."
But apparently, the BOC has
King, sponsor of bill 1335, has
tcont. from pg. 1)

CWSC Foundation Raff le
Alpenta/ Season's
Lift Pass

considered alternative stands.·
According to McMullen, if col·
lective bargaining legislation was
a foregone conclusion, an alternative would be an agreement establishing students as voting members in negotiating session. Also,
_he said, student representatives
should be co-signers on any negotiated agreement. In this way, the
interests of students could be
protected.
Professor Wilbur Johnson,
chairperson of Central's chapter of
the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), said he would oppose
such an agreement. AFT is the
collective bargaining agent for
Central faculty members.
"I would oppose their being able
to veto an agreement between the
faculty and administration. I don't
see where a t.hird party should
have anything to do about it," he
said.
Johnson likened such a situation
to automobile consumers having a
direct say in an agreement made

betweell' auto workers and the
Ford Motor Company.
"That
doesn't make too much sense to
me."
According to Johnson, there are
a set of issues outside the realm of
collective bargaining with which
students should have a voice.
These issues are concerned with
curriculum, admission policies,
grievance procedures and other
similar matters.
Johnson said these issues sh old
be handled by an all-college senate
consisting of students, faculty and
administrators. He said, "We
would like to see students involved
in these kinds of issues."
Johnson said, too, that students,
as well as faculty should also "have
a voice in the area of internal
allocation of budgets."
Currently the budget is determined solely by the administration. But whether budget involvement should be administered
through collective bargaining or
through an all-college senate,

I
I

I

"Students have an awful lot to
gain from collective bargaining,"
said Johnson. This is why he is
anxious to establish a dialogue
with student representatives in
order to gain support and to
understand student point of view.
McMullen said the only contact
with faculty has been through
letter writing; He said the collective bargaining issue has happened
so fast he has not had the
opportunity to set up a meeting.
McMullen said he is planning to
schedule one with Professor Helmi
Habib, faculty senate chairperson.
"With the tight budget, we see
collective bargaining as going to
be here," he remarked. Why, thel),
fight against it? McMullen had but
one reply. The BOC, he said, is
"just going on the record" as being
against it.

Curriculum committee
prescribes new classes
Whenever a new class is added
to the curriculum a lot more is
involved than merely changing the
catalog. The people on the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
will testify to that fact.
The committee was formed to
decide curriculum changes, and to
ensure that the changes are
accompanied by certain formal
requirements.
David Kaufman fills the role of
chairman of the committee and is
aided by nine other professors.
They are:
Bruce T'..'~ts, P~t

O'Shaugnessy, Odettee Golden,
Robert Envic\{, Willard Sperry,
Ross Byrd, Edward Klucking and
Robert Jacobs.
The duties of the committee
include adopting new courses,
deleting existing courses, changing course description and titles
and changing course numbers.
When a new course is added, it
is checked for proper numbering,
title, description and prerequisites. Course changes can be made
by students, faculty members and

___,,"',.., ,Only 500 tickets--going fast
•PO'\\\:~~J Ticket price $1.00
Value of pass $165

I

Johnson said, is an open question.
rle commented "Whichever way
it's done, I think students should
have a voice in the process."

Tickets available at the leisure
service offke
, Drawing on Dec. 3, 1976

'',,,~pons ored by Rec. Club

deans. Proposals are reviewed
and then either approved or
rejected.
Those rejected are
returned to the departments with
a letter of explanation.
The committee goes by a set
procedure in course changes. If a
proposal is not in the proper form
or is sent through the wrong
channels, it is returned for those
reasons. The. course descriptions
should not be wordy for most often
the course title describes the
course sufficiently.
So far this year the committee
has added many courses to Central's curriculum, as well as deleting several and also changing some
in the process.
Teachers serve on the committee for three years, and are then
replaced by another faculty member.
The meetings are open to interested students who would like to
attend. They meet in the SUB 206
on Tuesdays from 4-5 pm and
Fridays from 3-4 pm.

Thanksgiving
Week
In The Caboose Room
Happy hour
5-7pm
daily
Thursday Night

entertainment
6 nights per vveek

•

IS

Ladies Night

LEE BRUMLEY TRIO

Enjoy our new
sound syste~

7-10 p m
A ,l so dine at our IRON HORSE RESTRAUNT
925-9801 Canyo1, Road

... Ell~nsburgs finest ------

.
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Gene Kastning, KCWS disc jockey, adjusts the tape player in the
control room of the KCWS radio station located in Black Hall.

Dale "Scott" Carpenter, KCWS station manager goes through
records fu the production room located in the basement.

Platter chatter
KCWS, Central's student operated radio station in Black Hall has
tried to re-vamp their original radio station and equipment since the
SUB fire last June.

Reese Colbo, KCWS disc jockey is in the production room in the
basement. Commercials, tapes, public service announcements and
new record previews are done here.
Henry Huestis, KCWS chief engineer, explains the equipment to an
interested student.

Photos by Mary Wallace
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Resea.rch

employs
integrated
approach

·. . I

By MIKE DORSEY

A century or so ago, E.I. Dupont
said, "Better ways for better living
through chemistry." Today that
quote . can be taken in several
different contexts, yet some still
mean it the way Dupont meant it,
as is proven in Dean Hall's
research labs.
The work in the chemistry
department is actual projects performed by students plus contract~
ual work done for various state
and private agencies.
John Meany, associate professor
of chemistry, explained, "The main
intent for these research projects
is to employ an integrated approach where students do work

combining knowledge in various
subjects.
The biology department consults us on questions that turn up
in their work, as we do with them.
It's a good thing for students
because they are exposed to
several areas . of study and can
apply this knowledge to actual
projects."
Research includes work with the
Forest Service where analyses are
done on soil and water samples.
Experiments determine the identity and make-up of impurities,
organic and ot~erwise, which occur in the streams and soil of
run-off areas.
Other work is done for private
firms.
Robert Gaines, department
chairman, said, "There is a big
concern among bee-keepers, for
instance, over the residual effects '
of pesticides. We get ,samples of
poisoned bees which ~re tested for
chemicals and this knowledge is
used towards proper control and
use of pesticides."
In order to carry out these
analyses, the department maintains around $400,000 worth of ·
· equipment, according to Gaines.
_. "A lot of our work is done on
instruments called spectrophotometers", said Meany. "Essentially
they work on the principle that
chemical molecules interact with
energy. This energy is in the form
of infrared light, used in analysis
of liquids, or it can be in the form
of nuclear energy used for very
minute, exact measurements.
When energy is directed at a
substance, a certain amount is
absorbed. This absorption is

measured in the instrument and
the results are printed out on a
graph.
Since each molecular structure
absorbs a characteristic amount of
energy, it acts as a fingerprinting
device for identifying a chemical.
There are several kinds of these
instruments and they prove invaluable for · this kind of work", he
said.
Besides the commercial work,
students are involved in practical
projects utilizing the resources of
the research labs.
"A lot of older people have a
high cholesterol ~ontent in their
blood", said Meany. "This is a
major cause of heart disease and
they are warned by their doctors
to a void high cholester~l foods
such as eggs.
Eggs have two components; the
yolk and the whites. The yolk is
high in cholesterol and the whites ·
are high in a compound called
lecithin. The body has enzymes
speculated to react with one
another to neutralize the cholesterol content of the blood.
Rats in the chemistry labs are
being fed varying amounts of
whites and yolks to see if the
interaction is true. If proven, it
could be a very significant find."
Meany feels ·th.aT-workof-this
nature involving mathematics, biology and chemistry is beneficial to
students.
"Practical research takes students away from the 'cookbook
approach' and enables them to .
apply techniques learned in all
areas of science towards the
success of their projects. It is a
worthwhile learning experience."

ONE EXAMPLE of.the types of art on display at Randall Hall until
Nov. 24 is this wood sculpture by instructor, Gary Galbraith. His Uni·
Cycle of koa, maple and ash is just one of the variety of art shown.

(!rash-a-thonl Student mother depends
Is a c Iea n- up '
degrad~d.
By DAVID PAYSON

Sending Central students to the
Urbana Missionary Conference in
Urbana, Illinios _is the primary
purpose of a trash-a-thon this
Saturday, Nov. 20.
Sponsored by Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship, the trash-athon consists of cleaning up trash
along six-mile routes in Ellensburg
and on campus.
President of Central Inter-Varsity, Jack Lewis said, "The second
ary purpose of the trash-a-thon is
to have an outward demonstration
of the type of concern Jesus Christ
had for the community around
. "
him.
Groups of two will be canvassing
the greater Ellensburg area picking up trash along their way.
Trashers are collecting pledges
on a per mile basis. For more
information
contact
Jack,
963-3070, or Laurie, 963-3215.

seem kind of weird, having six
children of my own and wanting to
Genevieve McMeeken has · six work with children the rest of my
good reasons for attending Central · life, but that's my goal. I just love
working with kids of any age."
-- her children.
A sophomore in special educaMcMeeken talked more of this
tion, McMeeken is the mother of
six-four daughters and two sons, goal. "I want to be a resource
ranging in age from 23 to 8, four of specialist in special education," she
whom still live at home. She is continued, "not necessarily a pub- _
lie school teacher, but maybe the
also tl}e grandmother of three.
She explained how she and her kind of teacher who . goes into
family came to Ellensburg. "We childrens' hospitals and teaches
lived in Kodiak, Alaska," she said, t.hP. kins who cannot attend public
"where I was a teacher's aide in schools. I think that's my , ulti.
the Kodiak school system. There mate goal."
Her desire to help handicapped
were several Central alumni teaching there, and it was their recom- children stems from personal
mendations of what a good school experience. "I was a patient at the
Central was, plus the fact that I Childrens Orthopedic Hospital off
wanted to raise my children in a . and on for years, and I really have
small community, that convinced a soft spot in my heart · for those
kids who can't attend the public
me this was the place to come."
Surround_e d as she is by child- schools, " she said.
"I was a victim of cerebal palsy
ren, you might get the impression
that she loves kids. She does. "I from birth, and when I went to
love them all," she said. "It may high school in Seattle, they had a
cut-and-dry program where you
either took a business course or
you took a college · preparation
course.
When I got into my
sophomore year -- an·d I was a good
student who enjoyed school -- I
could not take typing because I
could only use one hand, and they
demoted me one full year and
made me take college preparatory
courses. So at 16 years of age I
quit school. I'm not saying that I
was right or wrong. I couldn't

take it

on challenge,

I felt degraded

Wh
•t
t"
.en i comes ime to. do her
studies, McMeeken som~times h~s
l was handicapped, so I was to.resort to sneaky tact~cs to ga~;i
iemoted. I married young, had t he pr~vacy from her. chil?ren. I
>ix children, got into the ·school might hav~ to wait until 11 pm
;ystem through my children and until they're all quiet to do
discovered all the magnificent new homework sometimes and almost
programs that had been brought barricade myself into the bedon. No child would be hindered room, but they don't really hinder
because of an affliction now, and_ me," she said.

that's really what turned me on to
being part of this educational
prOblem and especially to work
with children who have special
problems," concluded McMeeken.

Jt .

i

The'~·~

Headhunter
707 N MAIN
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MOTHER, GRANDMOTHER, STUDENT-Genevieve McMeeken
with three of her children, 1-R; Daniel 13, Karolyn 15 and David 8.

ft/

i

·

, 925 - HAIR

"We compromise back and forth, ,
McMeeken continued. "We are all
oart of it, and I have no complaints. I love being a homemaker
and mother, and now I love being a
student and this whole challenging
experience of school, so that I can
turn around and help other young
people like my own who have 1
helped."
Being older than her classmates
does not bother her. In fact, she
rather enjoys it. "I think a lot of
the younger students relate to me
because maybe they need an older
figure around sometimes. But I
have student friends who are the
age of my oldest children, and we
get along fine."

1

1

McMeeken said she and - her
children enjoy Central and its
activities. "I bring my children to
eat at the SUB, and they enjoyed
playing in the game room during '
the summer quarter,'' she said.

4

With a mother like Genevieve
McMeeken, what child 'would not?

1
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TINKERSMITH-Chris Bach, head mechanic of Central's motor poo>
readies the engine on a school bus.

Maintenance crew

Campus force carries .38~s
Eight uniformed campus police
persons serve at Central and carry
.38 caliber pistols "to protect the
students," said Campus Police
Chief Adolph Brickley.
A former New York city detective for 21 years, Brickley took
over as chief August 30. He said,
"Central campus police have a
good firearms training program.
The eight uniformed officers are
well-qualified to handle the weapon."
Brickley said all of the officers
have had some prior experience in
police work. "We also have the
same strict rules as any police
force, and these rules are universal. We must practice every three
months and qualify in order to
~

Ellensburg's Bicycle Shop

"""'l

IB@cCC~~Il®
Takara's
Peugeot's
Bicycles· Repairs· Sales· Service
....Closed Monday's•

307 N. Main - 925-3326 .....

carry the weapon."
Brickley retired from service in
New York 13 years ago. He said,
"There is a similarity- in dealing
with a large police department and
dealing with a college police department. Basically in both instances, you are dealing with
people."
Brickley had served nine years
at Central and was a sergeant on

Playwriting ·contest
can · win cash award
The Threepenny Players at
Central are sponsoring a playwriting contest. Central students are
welcome to submit. A panel of
judges will decide the winning
play.
The play can be a one act, full
length, children's or adult drama.

1ea qa'Laen
Reslau'LaKf
Specializing in
Chinese Foods
Also . . • American Foods
Phone 925-2090

207 N. Main, Ellensburg, Wn.
PAK AND HONG HUIE

noon
noon·
noon·
noon·

the force when he retired last
February after a dispute with a
former campus police chief. Brickley asserted that the former chief
had discriminated against him
because of his age.
When the former chief was
removed from position by the
college, Brickley was one of the
three people who applied for the
position and was accepted.

9:3.0 p.m. Tues. · Thurs.
.1 2:30 a.m. Friday

1 a.m. Saturday
9 p.m. Sunday

Either the play will be produced at
Central by the Threepenny Players with the collected entrance
fees going towards the production,
or the play will draw a cash award
for its owner consisting of the
collected entrance fees.
All scripts must be submitted by
Jan. 6, 1977. The winning play will
be announced on Jan. 23, 1977.
All scripts must be original, no
adaptions. Entrance fee is $2.
Send your play to: The Threepenny Players, c/o CWSC Drama
Dept., Ellensburg, Wa. 98926.

overhauls vehicles-By GEORGE MAY

No doubt everyone on campus
has observed the maintenance
vehicles on campus. To run well,
they are kept in a decent state of
repair by the Campus Motor Pool.
Problems occurring in the
vehicles are taken care of by two
mechanics employed by Central.
Their jobs involve the maintenance of 116 vehicles, ranging in
size from three-wheelers called
"scooters", to dump trucks.
They repair compacts, station
wagons, school buses, mini-buses,
pickups and vans. It takes a man
who has humor, patience, aggressiveness, knowledge and confidence to handle this monumental
task of maintenance. Such a man is
Chris Bach, head mechanic ·of
Central's motor pool.
"We are no longer grease monkeys, we are now called motorized
equipment mechanics", said Bach.
He will have been here ten years
in March.
He learned his trade in the
military and has been a mechanic
ever since then. He has one
assistant working with him, and
two students are employed there

'A great.- new book on foods for backpacking,
hiking, ski-touring, biking, canoeing, whatevering.
At your favorite bookstore, or order direct
from the publisher.
Send $4.50 plus 25¢
postage for each book
to: Victoria House,
P.O. Box 14753,
Portland OR 97214.

Send today for FREE recipe.

under the college Work-Study
Program.
Their job includes repairs from
changing oil to complete engine
overhauls: Only if time is a factor
in their jobs will they refer a
cam!JUS vehicle to another repair
firm.
Bach has no desire to open his
own service station.
"I think it is the best deal, with
the retirement benefits. You just
can't beat it."
Bach prefers working here than
at a university. "There are a lot of
. nice people here to work for and
with."
Bach is married and the father
of five children. · His oldest son
plans to follow in his footsteps.
He said that the students here
on campus accepted the little
"scoots" that travel via the mall.
"Kids will move out of the way
for a 'scoot', mainly because it
doesn't seem to crowd in on their
territory. But they usually won't
budge for a pickup." He ma : -.i..ains
_that the "scoots" are the handiest
vehicles on campus.
Bach was born and raised in the
Kittitas valley. He used to live .in
Ellensburg and attended high
school here until the 11th grade.
He remembers the campus when
there was nothing above the
Ganges irrigation ditch, and when
the SUB was once the gymnasium.
He regrets/ having dropped out
of scnoOJ.:.?fi'I sure wish I had
finished, because you just can't
make it without education. If you
do make it, you have to come up·
the hard way."
He plans to remain here at
Central "until there's no more
work'', which will be about 18
years from now when he p~ans to
reture.

BigBoo"8uy~ac~
We'll give you the best price you're going to find anywhere on used textbooks
from The College Store, in the Student
Union Building, starting November 29
at 1 p.m.
November 29 - December 3, - .t pm to 4 pm.
December 6 - 10 (Finals Week), 9 am to 4 pm.
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r,:ropics grow on Dean roof!
11 Central jazz ranked
1•

·
By DAVID PAYSON

Whoever thought that things
like coffee beans, lemons, grapefruit and agave plants could grow
on the roof of Dean?
It's true. In fact, thousands of
plants of every size, shape and
color imaginable are growing up
there.
It's part of the biology department. They maintain a greenhouse on the roof of Dean Hall for
research and study purposes. It is
a place for botany students to try
their green thumbs and a place to

conduct various plant experiments.
Nancy Clapshaw, botany major
who works in the greenhouse,
explained how it is divided into
three ro< ms, each with its separate envi1onment. "One room is
primarily for student projects,"
she said, "and is for more temperate species of plants like the kinds
grown here in the northwest.
The second room has a more
arrid environment for plants like
cactus and citrus plants, and the
third room is where tropical
plants are grown. It has the

LUSH FLORA fans the glass-enclosed biology department greenhouse.

1
highest humidity of the three
rooms.·
The two hours she works in the
greenhouse every day are busy
ones. "There's a lot of things to be
done," she said.
"We water,
fertilize, re-pot plants and cope
with insects. The insects are the
biggest problem, especially the
insects called whiteflies. You'll be
watering and stir up a storm of
them, and they'll fly in your
mouth, and you breathe them in.
They drive you crazy! We use
insecticides to control the insects."
Of the three rooms in the
greenhouse, Clapshaw said her
favorite one is the tropical room.
"I like it because it's more natural," sh.e said.
"It's kind of
overgrown looking. Instead of
little pots all in a row, the plants
are taking-off for themselves."
She said the plants grow faster
in the summer and spring and that
special precautions have to be
taken because of the heat during
these months. "In the summer the
sunlight is too intense, so they
have to paint a white compound on
the windows to prevent the plants
from getting burnt," she
explained.
Clapshaw said there are futur'e
plans to build a new, larger
greenhouse. "This greenhouse is a
poor design," she said, "when you
consider that the south wall is
concrete which is not the best
design for a greenhouse, since the
south is the most important direct
source of light."
She has been working in the
greenhouse for a year and a half
and plans to continue to do so. "I
enjoy taking care of the plants,"
she said. "It's a pleasant environment to work in. Usually you're
staring at desks or books in a
classroom, and this is a nice
change."
She is happy to report that none
of the plants she works among are
carnivorous.

among the best
By MICHELLE BRUNSON

J az.z. Her life has been one of
slow growth and acceptance. For
years she has struggled to gain
admittance into America's menu of
music and today jazz enjoys popularity in the curriculum of many
colleges and universities.
Seven years ago John Moawad
came to Central as an assistant
professor of music. Through his
efforts and hard work, Moawad
broadened the jazz program to
include a history of jazz course and
a jazz choir.
As director of the jazz program
he has seen the program grow
from childhood to complete maturity as his plans developed into
reality.
Under Moawad's direction, Central's jazz ensemble has gained the
respect of jazz lovers from all over
the Northwest. Jazz educators
have acclaimed the ensemble as
one of the most exciting musical
organizations.
Moa wad said, "An innovative
and exciting form of vocal and
instrumental music which is jazz,
wears many hats."
Most jazz performed by professional bands is based on the swing
era once played by the big dance
bands. Kansas City style, rhythm
and blues, and be-bop are several
types of music played by professional jazz bands today.
Music produced by Central's
jazz ensemble is primarily for
listening pleasure. The style of
music varies from be-bop to progressive to rock-jazz.
Moawad said "Rock has reached
a 'dead end street' and is regressing back to the roots from which
it originated: rhythm and bl.ues
and jazz. George Benson and John
Klemmer are good examples of
musicians who see music as rockjazz with a little Latin jazz thrown
in for good measure."
Extremely well known for their

Contact: : iaj or Richard E. Gray
feterson Hall #102
C~JSC

Ellensburg, WA 98926
Phone: 963-2314

Were looking for certain majors
to become Lieutenants. ·
Mechanical and civil engineering
majors ... aerospace and aeronautical
engineering majors ... majors in electronics ... computer science ... mathematics.
The Air Force needs people .. : many
with the above academic majors. And
AFROTC has several different programs where you can fit . . . 4-year,
3-year, or 2-year programs: Some

offering full scholarships. All offering
$100 a month allowance during the last
two years of the program. Flying opportunities. And all leading to an Air Force
officer's commission, plus advanced
education.
If you'd like to cash in on these Air
Force benefits, start by looking into the
Air Force ROTC.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

high quality of music, Central's
jazz band is also respected all over
the Northwest. Under the direction of John Moawad, the band has
placed consistantly in the jazz
festivals, including , the Distinguished Performance Award and
the Best Big Band Award.
The consistancy of quality performances by a jazz ensemble is
.due to several important variables, one of which is the director.
As a 1959 g:raduate of Central.
Moawad has had 12 years of
successful choral and instrumental
direction.
While teaching in
Seattle public schools he developed the award-winning Nathan
Hale High School Jazz Band.
lie was also Vocal Jazz Editor for
the National Association of Jazz
Educators. Moawad's ' ensembles
throughout his teaching career
have won first place division
awards . in 20 of 27 jazz festivals.
Secudng a position in the band
or choir is an annual event.
·Three weeks at the beginning of
fall quarter are devoted to tryouts
for both_new and returning musicians and vocalists. The individµal
must have a variety of talent in
order to secure a position.
Vocal jazz, a highly spontaneous
form of music, attracts a great
number of students because it is
fun, according to Moawad. "It is
exciting music to perform and is
not limited to music majors alone,
but is open to any student with
some knowledge of music."
Touring the US and foreign
countries is just a dream to
Moawad and his musicians. Being
able to perform for an audience is a
fine musical offer.
The jazz
program's only source of money
comes from profits brought in by
their performances.

KCWS

opens
requests

The primary goal of Central's
campus radio station KCWS is to
serve the needs of the public. This
means providing news and information, public service announcements and entertainment to the
listening audience.
In the past there have been
some complaints that the programming did not offer sufficient diversity. This year KCWS provides a
wide variety of musical programming. There are two jazz shows, a
classical hour on Sundays from 1 to
2 pm and classic and current rock
and roll.
"Tapestry" is a weekly news
show featuring a potpourri of news
and human interest stories on the
local and national scene. "Sports
Corner" · is a daily wrap-up of
sports for all sports fans in the
audience. KCWS also has live
coverage of every Central home
basketball game, covered by experienced sports announcers.
Other programs are in the planning stages now, according to Dale ·
"Scott" Carpenter, station manager.
One program he feels wiU be a
particular success is a talk show
featuring guest speakers. Relevant issues and answering caller's
questions and comments will be
sponsored. A new music program
is planned on the blue grass sound.
KCWS, a student owned and
operated radio station, provides an
avenue for learning radio broadcasting. A's with any other field, it
Lakes time to become familiar and
comfortable with procedure and
equipment. _
Carpenter said, "Just as a
learning chemist may get the
wrong formula and mix the wrong
chemicals, so might a beginning
DJ push the wrong button on
occasion."

l~ampus

ASC posit ions open
By BOB WHEATLEY
Four of the five paid positions on
the ASC programming agency
committee are becoming vacant in
December. The agency provides
entertainment programming for
Central's student body.
Applications for interviews are
now being taken in the ASC office
according to Scott Mueggler, acting chairperson for the Joint
Committee on Committees (JCC).
Mueggler said, "All interviews
are conducted by the JCC, a five
member board which acts as an
employment agency for student
committees.
Mueggler explained the positions open and their responsibilities.
The Concerts Chairperson position requires the individual to first
research student preferences and
then contact agency representatives. He must then go through the
booking process to settle on the
performers fees. The person will
also assist in contracting the
performance.
The other major area of responsibility for concerts chairperson is
in promotion, advertising schedule
and budget to be set for each
event. Mueggler said, "From a
practical point the job requires a
good business sense and an ability
to communicate well with agents
and managers."
The position of Dances Chairperson requires the person to
select the bands for on-campus
dances and again assist in the
contracting function.
It also requires the person to
develop and administrate an ad:

vertising schedule. Along with the
dance program is the management
of Monroe's Disco.
The responsibility of Films
Chairperson involves making a
schedule of movies and free coffeehouse films each quarter. Titles
must be selected and films must be
contracted. The person is required
to develop an advertising program
for the film series.
Advertising Chairperson coordinates and implements promotional schedules. The ad manager
will assist in the initial formation
of strategies and schedules to
develop a consistency and continuity to all the advertising.
Mueggler said the application
period starts today and will run for
one week.

"Interviews for the positions
will be set up as soon as all the
applications are received. The JCC
would like to interview right after
Thanksgiving break in order to get
th e new people in the office for
some training before Christmas
vacation.'.'
Mueggler said the basis for
selection will involve both the
answers to questions on the application form and questions fielded
in the interview.
He said, "After the interview
the JCC goes· into executive session and makes the choices."
The other members of the JCC
are Don Wise, associate dean of
students; Richard Dietz, BOC
member, and John Radwanski.

Financial aid will
audit student checks
The financial aid office is conducting an audit on student payroll
checks to determine if any students receiving government aid
are receiving money in excess of
the amount allotted by their grant.
John Liboky, financial aid director, says the federal government
now considers jobs on campus a
Students who
source of aid.
receive National Direct Student
Loan (NDSI), Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants
(SEOG) or College Work Studey
Employment (CWSP), are directly
affected. by the regulation.
According to Libocky Central
must coordinate the funds so the
Open 6:45
925-9511
l!:NDS TUESDAY

LIBERTY Theatre

WHERE "WESTWORLD" STOPPED

"FUTUREWORLD'' BEGINS!

studi:>nt does not receive more
than the sum the financial aids
office has determined the student
needed when the student received
aid.
"If Central is found to have
made an overpayment to a student
the college will be billed for the
amount," said Liboky:
"Students who receive aid can
work off campus because the
college has no control," said
Liboky. The student employment
office in Barge 101 helps students
affected by the rule find off
campus jobs. Students are still
required to declare all income
when making aid applications.
Liboky says every student who
works on campus should complete
a work clearance form to see if the
student is eligible for on campus
employment. The clearance forms
can be obtained at the student
employment office, Barge 101.

,n
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Oil change
.
IS easy
.It's surprisingly easy to change
the transmission oil and filter in
cars and it is essential to do this
(or have it done) periodically.
Even under normal operation
the transmission generates particles of metal and friction materials
which circulate with the transmission oil and are trapped by the
filter.
The oil itself wears out through
heat and contaminants so it too,
must be changed regularly. Most
manufacturers recommend doing
this every 24,000 miles or more
often if the car owner drives hard
or pulls a heavy Joa~.
To change the oil and filter first
make sure the correct filter with
the right gasket for the car's
transmission has been purchased.
It will take about two hours to do
the job properly.
Items that are also needed are:
A pair of safe jackstands when
working under the car, a wide
drain container similar to a washtub, rags, a ratchet wrench with
extension and 1/2" socket, gasket
scraper and at least 4 quarts of
automatic transmission fluid.
With the parking brake applied,
and the car in park position, jack
the car up to a comfortable
working height.
The safety stands must be
placed under the frame of the car.
Most cars do not have a transmission drain plug, so it will be
necessary to remove the oil pan
with the oil inside.
The drain pan must be positioned under the transmission pan.
With ratchet wrench and socket,
remove all but one pan bolt.
Then pry the pan down slightly to
drain the excess oil from the pan.
While holding the pan back up
with one hand, remove the last pan

(f
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I YUL

ARTHUR HILL
BRYNNER I ~~~:~nger

Plus This Most Frightening

Co~Hit

H.G. WELLS' MASTERPIECE OF SCIENCE FICTION

UGLY BEAR TAVERf'J

************

.... ...

~-·/.: .../:-:··

Domestic Wine.40 Gloss

$1.25 Pitcher

**************

Beer-$1.00 Pitcher
Men Can Enjoy_These Prices-

Be honest please! Return my
jacket lost in Lind to campus
security or SUB information
booth.

Open 6:45
925-459&
Shows 7:00 & 9:00

COWMBIA PICUJRES

~TARK

A few tips:
1. Don't rush. Take time and
work safely.
2.
The transmission is a
precision component..
Keep it
,
clean.
3. If any large pieces of foreign
matter in the oil pan are seen, save
them for inspection by a qualified
serviceman. They may be a clue to
needed future repairs.

NOVEMBER 24th
WILDERNESS FAMILY"

MurderbyDe'1t
A RAY

Then with the engine still running, scoot back underneath and
check for any oil leaks around the
pan.
If it passes- inspection, shut off
the engine, lower the car and
finish filling the transmiss!on. Be
sure the car is level when checking
oil and do not overfill.

·-·-· :\: . . ~: . :r~~:-\\·./~-

/f Escorted By -A Lady!

The VILLAGE

A look at the new filter in the
package will tell you what the old
one looks like inside the transmission. It is usually attached by
bolts and is easily removed and
replaced.
The inside of the pan must be
cleaned thoroughly - paying special attention to the_gasket sealing
surfaces. Scrape off all old gasket
material from the pan and transmission with the scraper.
Then with the new gasket in
position carefully replace the oil
pan and install the pan bolts, being
careful not to overtighten (which
can distort the pan). Start the
engine and add two quarts of the
correct type of automatic transmission fluid. Parts suppliers will
know which type.

AM E RI CAN INTERNATIONAL.: PI CT URE

!:,, nnd

STARTS WEDNESDAY
"ADVENTURES OF

bolt with _the other and carefully
lower the -pan to dump out the oil
into your container. This is a
ticklish operation and sometimes
results in an oily sleeve up to the
elbow.

Thursday is
Ladies Night At The

ENTRY FEE: $i,200 PER DAY
EXIT FEE: YOUR LIFE!

PETER . BLYTHE
FONDA DANNER
"FUTUREVVDRLD"
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Production 111 NEIL SIMON'S .MURDER BY DF.A'llf'

Siamng (111 d1alHJIH >1l urdnJ

EILEEN BRENNAN ·TRUMAN lJ\POTE ·JAMES OOCO • PETER fl\LK
Al.EC GUINNESS · El.SA IANCHFSIER • MVID NIVEN • PETER SEUER~
MAGGIE SMITH • NANCY WALKER • FSfEllE WINWOOD

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION

"NORMAN . .. IS THAT YOU"

You can too!
YAKIMA

Call: 493·4811
800·552·7290
lOLL FREE

•

What you hear may change your life!
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Handicapped students face obstructions
By DEBBIE SNYDER

steep it is difficuJt to use. Bassett
suggests a ramp with a slower rise
Several students on campus face for the south end of Boullion.
hassles most of us are seldom Though the other ramps across
aware of. .These include:
campus are useable now, he finds
them impossible in the winter.
--sidewalk ramps impossible to Bassett finds there is no ramp into
use because they are too steep, Lind Hall and locked elevators are
particularly in the icy winter
common in the L & L building. He
suggests every student in a wheel--no chance to use a telephone or chair should have keys to all the
drinking fountain on campus
necessary elevators on campus. He
also would like to see two-way
--missing class because of eleva- doors pushed · open from either
tor breakdowns, or locked eleva- side.
tors
UP?
--having to wait for someone to
John
Christman
is a psychology
open a door, or getting bumped by
doors when the wheelchair can major with two more years of
classes in that department. He
push them open
must use the elevator to get to
those classes. And although he
--missing a good deal of a does not. mind waiting for someone
professor's lecture because there
is not enought contrast between else to push the button, he is upset
the green board and yellow chalk about the frequency of its breaking down this fall. That means
UP THE RAMP
One of these students is Stan
Bassett.InordertoenterBoullion,
he must wheel his chair to the
ramp at the north end which is so

missing classes.
Though many of us might use
the telephones to save running
around, Christman and others in
wheelchairs must make extra trips
because the phones are out of
reach. So are the water·
fountains. And the elevators in the
English department are locked.
Christman was pleased with -the
college's response last summer
when he said he wanted to live in
Barto Hall. By fall, a ramp was
installed.

sight. He would suggest use of
blackboards and white chalk, overhead projection in white print on
black background would cut unnecessary glare. He would like
primary-size9 print in textbooks
and very large printing on all

campus posters.
Learning that facilties planning
has funds and a desire to fill
students needs, these four students have volunteered to meet
with Charlie Gruhl to share their
experiences and suggestions.

Glen Boyle is most disturbed
with the scarcity of parking places
for the handicapped. "The ones we
have are often unavailable because
there is no enforcement of the
distinction."
Steve Allen has several suggestions for adaptations to be made in
classrooms. They stem from the
challenge he has found with his

STEVE ALLEN

G ru h I ha n_d les referra I

Charlie Gruhl is the person to considered. These include more
. EDITOR'S NOTE
contact for campus alteration sug- ramps, devices for holding doors
In the Oct. 28 issue of the Crier gestions to make everything more open and new elevators or improvan article about the naming of livable for handicapped people. He ing old ones.
the buildings on cainpus was run. is an engineering and construction
To our oversight, Dean Hall was officer in the Facilities Planning
Gruhl met with physically handileft out. We would like to explain and bevelopment office.
capped students in August 1974.
how the naming came about.
As a result of that meeting, ramps
Dean Hall was dedicated two
That office has $46,000 from were installed across campus and
years ago. It was named after
·State Capital Improvement for
sudden rises or bumps in sideDorothy Dean who is Professor
Emeritus and taught chemistry making some· of the necessary walks were smoothed. Gruhl
at Central for years. She retired chang-es. Some of these funds have wants his office to respond as
already been spent on ramps and helpfully as possible and any ideas
in 1968 and now lives in Lacey,
lights. Other ideas are being can be placed at 963-2358.
Washington.

JOHN CHRISTMAN

GLEN BOYLE
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FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
Students receiving financial aid
winter quarter who will not be on
the Central campus to pick up
their financial aid checks must
leave their name and address at
the Office of Financial Aid, 209
Barge Hall by Dec; 10 where their
checks should be forwarded.
Checks will be mailed after Jan. 6
to those students fully registered
for winter quarter who will be
away from campus student teaching or for other official reasons.
All students not in any of the
programs must pick up their
checks in person at the Cashier's
Office in Mitchell Hall three days
after registering.

CHRISTMAS WORKSHOP
If you wish to make your own
Chrismas gifts this year, stop by
the Dabbler Nov. 23 from 7-10 in
the SUB. This is a chance to learn
a new craft. Registration is from
11-1 in the Dabbler daily. For
more information call 963-3626:

INTER-CLUB COUNCIL
There will be a Board of Control
meeting with all clubs interested
in the establishment of an interclub council. The meeting will be
Monday, Nov. 29 at 7 pm in SUB

NEW YORK TOUR

ASC POSITIONS
Filing information for ASC elections is available in the ASC office
(southwest corner of the SUB),
963-1691. Filing deadline is DeG. 1,
5 pm.
Elected positions include BOC
positions #4 and #5 as well as all
campus judicial council positions
#4, #5 and #6.
Four paid ASC program positions open are publicity chairman,
concerts chairman, films chairman
and dance chairman. They begin
service winter quarter 1977.

WARE FARE

Anyone who would like to invite
a foreign student attending Central home for all or part of
Christmas vacation should call
Lilly Rogalsk,i at International
Programs, 963-3612.

The BOC will hold a business
meeting today, Thursday, Nov. 18,
at 3 pm in SUB 209.

FREE CHILDREN'S FILMS
Several short films of special
interest to families with children
aged 3-10 will be shown Sunday,
Nov. 21, at 6 pm in the SUB
theater. These films are free of
charge presented by the BOC
Student-Parent Advisory Group.

BRITISH ECONOMY
Floyd Rodine, history professor,
will present a public address
dealing with the current British
economic situation at 7:30 pm
Monday, Nov .. 22 in Grupe Conference Center.
His speech, titled "Pennywise
and Pound Foolish: Reflections on
England Today," is sponsored by
the Central chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta, national history honorary.

Are you a fine craftsperson
needing- a place to sell your wares?
Come to the Ware Fair and sell
your goods! It will be held Dec. 1-3.
For more information go to the
Ware Fair Office, SUB 111, or eall
963-1511.

CURBSTONE IDEAS
·CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Ideas and suggestions for the
curbstone series for winter quarter may be submitted to Jeff
Threatt, special events chairperson, ASC office.
Curbstone presents topics of
special interest, controversial
interest, events outside the everyday fare and current events. ·

MEXICO PROGRAM

ARMORY OPEN HOUSE

BOC BUSINESS MEETING

98163, 9-(800) 572-7564.
A $50 deposit• is required.

CHRISTMAS HOSTS

103.

The Armory will have an open
house for the public Sunday from 1
pm to 6 pm. Weapons of all sorts
will be on display.

Washington Association for Edu cation al Communications and
Technology (W AECT) is hosting a
- special Christmas play program to
New York. $475 round trip from
Vancouver, BC leaves Dec. 26 and
returns Jan 2, 1977.
For more information call before
Nov. 30, Ann McLean, Audiovisual
Library, Bouillon Building, 9632861 or Pullman Travel Service, E.
345 Main Street, Pullman, WA

Students planning to enroll at
the Mexico Instructional Center
winter quarter are reminded that
the application deadline is Wednesday, Dec. 1. Those expecting to
travel to Guadatajara by bus are
urged to submit their applications
as soon as possible because- seat
reservations on the busses may be
taken early.
Orientation for Mexico program
particip~nts will be held in SUB
204-5 on Monday, Nov. 29 at 7 pm.
Students who have not yet turned
in their applications and other
interested persons are welcome to
attend.

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a meeting for
singing, sharing and Bible Study
at 7 pm Monday Nov. 22, in the
Student Village multi-purpose
room.
For more information call Jack
(963-3070), Lauri (963-3215) or Dan
(963-1400). Everyone is welcome.

CHERYL MERCER AND MARY PETRE attempt
to block a hit by one of the varsity football players
during Tuesday night's fun fund raising event. The
spikers whipped the football team while raising
monies in their campaign for funds to send them to
nationals in Texas.

A VERY SPECIAL BUY: ··Half-Price Harman"
That's right! In this system, you get a '400
Harman/Kardon receiver for half price!

*
[aI1Ic]

Retail Value s957

NOW$689

* Only in this system. Sold separately for $299

Steak A
Specialty
Try Our

We, and growing throngs of satisfied customers, have been singing the praises of Advent loudspeakers
for about five years. Advents provide the most true to life, balanced, utterly musical sound you can buy

Charbroiler

at anywhere near their modest price - or even a good bit more!
It 1s also our pleasure to recommend the Harman/Kardon TA&OO AM/FM RECEIVER. Its generous assortment of features, and plentiful power, are enough to satisfy (indeed, to thrill) the most demanding
.listener.

The ·Family

The B.l.C. 980 turntable 1s entirely at home with the Harman/Kardon and Advents. It blends the quiet,
steady performance of a belt-drive manual turntable (which it is) with the convenience of an automatic
table (which it also is!). We equip the 980 fully with wood base, dust cover and Empire 2000-E-lll car-

Restauranf

Lunches
Dinners

*

5

5

All DAY

~~{

• harman/kardon TA5600 AM/FM receiver ~ ......$200

* Bsl.C. 980 belt-drive, programmable turntable wtth wood base. dust cover and Empire
cartridge. 297 value .................................... 229
* 2000E-lll
Two Advent loudspeakers •.. an industry bargain at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s2&0
.
$689

BREAKFAST SERVED

Adelina's

MANUAL.
TUANTAllLaa

ENPIFE

ALUMNI BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
The Alumni Association's Board
of Directors 1976/77 board meeting schedule has been confirmed.
It is as follows:
Winter: Saturday, Jan 8
Spring: Saturday, March 19
Summer: Saturday, June 4
All meetings will be held in SUB
204/205 beginning at 10 am.
These b oard meetings are open
to the public and all Central
faculty, staff and student body are
encouraged to attend.

__,.,__.. 19LAV

ADVE'T

tridge.

))

·

.

..

..

.

Price alone would be sufficient reason to carefully consider the Half-Price Harman system, Luxurious
sound is a second strong inducement Finally, our strong warranty• assurss you of continued enjoyment, outlasting even the pleasure of saving a lot of money.
'WARRANTY . 2 years, parts and labor on all components other than the Advents. which we warrant for as long as you own them

STOP IN SOON AND ENJOY A GOOD MEAL
IN A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE

7 ,.a Monday-Thursday
7 -6 Sa.turday

7 .9 Friday·
9

'tll 2 Sunday

NOW OPEN 'TJL
8 FRIDAY

.\
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Fl.fth am·e

protects citizens'

States Bill of Rights
By CLINT ROBBINS

1

/[11[1

incriminate me."
What price is put on the Fifth
Amendment?
Accepted by the states with the
other nine amendments of the Bill
of Rights in December 1791, the
Fifth Amendment addresses itself
to the rights of citizens with
regard to testimony in criminal
cases. It reads, "No person shall
be held to answer for a capital, or
otherwise infamous crime, unless
on a presentment or indictment of
a Grand Jury. . .nor shall he be
compelled in any criminal case to
be a witness against himself. . ."
The fifth and the other early
amendments were added to the
Federal Constitution to protect
the liberties of the citizens.
However, Congress found a way to
nullify a citizen's right to declare:
"I reluse to answer on the ... ,"
when the citizen is testifying
before a grand jury.
There are 94 federal grand
juries in the US, one for every
state and more for states with
larger populations. The judge for
each federal district normally

jury," Gorrie said, "but grand
juries haven't protected the citizen
at all. They have a tendency to
operate on their own, as they are
not subject to any outside control."
Gorrie, who teaches business
law classes at Central, said that
the grand juries "tend to be
looking for the protection of the
rights of the individuals."
An investigative body, the iederal grand jury has evidence
brought before it "usually by the
prc>Se4mtmg attorn.ey :. This is not a

jf/~}}/t~tt~~~~~~~~({{~~~~~r~~~~~~}~(~}~~~~I~~~t~~~~~ fo~~ ~:~s ct~~sn t~; rn~~oju:~e

ff a'nging/lant Grower
('~~

·~ .

~-~
20% OFF ALL
,-~¢:···
GRO-LIGHTS
size fixtures
,~All
. ·-· - ·-·-·-·-·-·---------·-------·

Electric Supply & Appliance, Inc.
512 NORTH PEARL STRE!ET

•

9 2 5·147 5

than 23 people are picked from the
federal district's voting rolls and
this body serves for 18 months.
In order to better fight organized crime, Congress established a
procedure whereby a federal
judge can grant immunity to a
witness who had been refusing to
testify before · the grand jury. If
the witness still refuses, he may be
found in contempt of the grand
jury and sentenced to prison for a
maximum of 18 months.
David H. Gorrie, deputy prosecuting attorney for Kittitas
County, said that while the federal
grand jury system was established
to protect the.citlzen, "historicalry,
it hasn't been a protective device.
It is true that you can't be
prosecuted for a federal crime
without an indictment by a grand

105
east fourth
sharing space with PUFC

Sale thurs. fri. sat. only
lnsence sale 25 stick pkg.
reg. 75c now 45c
Prima reg. 1.00 now 75c
It makes sense to get more
scents for your dollar at
Hoppys
Bedspreads and carpets sale
Free tea during sale
20% off
noon to six rnonday - _saturday

·:OA VID H. GORRIE

an

trial, but
investigation of the
evidence to see if an indictment
should be issued," said Gorrie.
"The problem with grand juries
is that they're pretty free with
their charges," he said, "while the
prosecuting attorney is not so
tough."
Also, agreed Gorrie, there is no
way to prevent prejudicial people
from serving on the grand jury.
All that is required of a person
serving on a grand jury is that he
be a citizen of the particular
federal district and a registered
voter in that district.
If the grand jury feels an
indictment is in order, a "true bill"
is issued to the prosecuting official, who is then directed to
proceed with a trial.
Another problem with the grand
jury system, noted Gorrie, "is that
today, there is a sort of stigma
attached to being called to t~stify
before a grand jury.
Originally, the writers of our
Federal Constitution adopted the
grand jury concept from the
English common law, which had
instituted it after the Norman
conquest in England," he said.
"And later in this country, the
federal courts found certain areas
(e.g. organized crime), where it
was thought necessary to find a
way to break the wall of silence."
Many people employed the Fifth
Amendment to avoid testifying
before a grand jury. "The move by
Congress to allow a federal judge
to grant immunity to a witness in
order to get him to testify enables
the federal prosecutor to have a
last gasp at breaking that wall."
As noted earlier, the witness is
required to testify, whether he
accepts immunity from prosecution or not. If he refuses to testify,

he may be sent to prison for the
term of the current grand jury ··
18 months. If, when called before
another grand jury after getting
out of prison, he still refuses to
testify, he may go to prison for
another 18 months. ''This could,
theoretically, go on forever."
An Associated Press story, published in the Yakima HeraldRepublic several days · ago,
reported the 14 month incarceration of a woman who "had refused
to testify before a grand jury
investigating the whereabouts of
two anti-Vietnam war activists
who were wanted on bank robbery
charges."
A reform group noted in the
.article believes that the immunity
procedures and the federal grand
jury system exits "not to gather
evidence against criminals, but to
gather information about political
movements."
.
Gorrie said that while the grand 1
juries'haven't been very effective
in fighting organized crime, "it is
their purpose to fight organized
crime." He said peaceful political
movements (e.g. the women's
movement), aren't applicable to
the investigations of a grand jury. )
''The reason the federal grand
juries have · failed in the fight
against organized crime is that
people still aren't testifying," he
said. "So they go to prison for
contempt instead of the possible
charges against them. And we
still aren't any closer to gaining
information about others."
In Washington, noted Gorrie,
there exists -a separate but equal
entity to investigate evidence
before an indictment is returned.
"We and some other states have
an inquiry judge," he said," who
serves the same purpose as the
grand jury.
The persons serving on the
grand jury have no judicial experience so they aren't as effective as
the inquiry judge," Gorrie said. "I
think it would be better to have
the inquiry judge than the grand
jury. He provides more safeguards for the citizen."
Although the Associated Press
story suggested that grand juries
really aren't involved in the investigation of government conspiracies, a recent New York Times
story published in the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer reported that
"criminal charges against 10 to 20
past and present officials of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation"
were about to be filed.
The evidence, which shows the
officials were aware of "illegal
investigative techniques employed
by bureau agents" appeared in
federal grand jury testimony.
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Tl&E student wins nat'I award
A Central junior maJormg in
Industrial Technology has won a
high national Vocational and Industrial Clubs of America award.
John Linder, who lost most of
his eyesight to war wounds in
Vietnam, won the VICA Statesman Award for public speaking at
the . National Leadership Conference in Washington D.C.
In addition, he serves as presi
dent ·Of the college's. VICA Epsilon
Chapter this year and holds a
national VICA office.
Linder was elected to a two-year
term on the board of the National
Collegiate VICA Executive Coun·
cil at a leadership (,!onvention last
spring in Miami, Fla.
As a
member of the national board he
serves in an advisory capacity to
state directors of VICA. He also
acts as an advisory aide to high
school and community college
members of the organization.
"We're only the fifth four-year
college in the nation with a VICA

Chapter and the first college west
of the Continental Divide to have
such an organization," Linder said.
"Students at four-year institutions benefit from the program
equally to community college and
high school students.
Besides
student teaching, the VICA club is
the only other public involvement
a lot of students have."
Other officers of the Central
VICA Club are Bill Horrobin, vice
president; .Jim Dibble, secretary;
and Mike Baker, treasurer.
·Linder explained much of th-.·
VICA club's emphasis is on public
speaking. VICA members compete in judging and skills contests
and learn parlimentary procedure
and job interviewing techniques;

skills contests and learn parliamentary procedure and job interviewing techniques.
The club
provides members the opportunity
to meet many vocational experts
and progessionals, gaining not
only job market exposure but the
ability to converse intelligently
about college subject matter with
professionals.
According to Linder, this kind of
exposure gets vocational students
involved in something more than
minimum graduation require·
men ts.
He said Central's VICA club has
,grown rapidly since it began in the
fall of 1975. He praised the work
of Technology and Industrial Education faculty members Owen
Shadle, advisor to the club, and
Linder explained much of the Stanley Dudley, who was instruVICA club's emphasis is on public mental in getting the club started.
speaking. VICA members comLinder plans to become a vocapete on both regional and state- · tional counselor at the high school
wide levels in speech contests.
or junior college level after gradThey also compete in judging and uation next year.

Computing Pion

HELP WANTED
Important Study Abroad Announcement: Limited openings remain on CFS accredited Spring
1977 Academic Year Programs
commencing Spring Trimester.
Early acceptance is now open for
Fall '77, Winter, Spring '7~ or Full
Year '77-'78 in Moscow, Salamanca, Paris, Dijon, Florence, Perugia, Copenhagen, Amsterdam,
Vienna, Geneva, England for qualified applicants in . languag~s. all
subjects incl. in'l law, business. All
students in good standing eligible-Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors,
Seniors, Grads. Good faculty refererences, self-motivation, sincere
interest in study abroad, int'l
cultural exchange count more with
CFS than grade point. For applicat ionshn formation: Center For
F~reign Study, AY Admissions
Dept. N, 216 S. State, Box 606,
Ann Arbor, MICH 48107,(313)662·
5575.

"Compare and you'll bet your bottom
dollar on us.
"Because we' re the only Ii ne of l 00%
natural cotton 14ounce denim jeans in the
world without 'jeans problems'.
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing® denim with the
amazing Sanfor-Set* process.
"That's our built-in competitive edge.
"And the reason we beat their pants off.

"SEDGEFIELD JEAllS
DON'T SHRiii OUT·OF·SIZE.
"You're never in a pinch or bind with us
because, regardless of how many times we're
washed, the size you buy is the size we stay.

"SEDGEFIELD JEAIS
DOl'T NEED IROlllG.
"Throw away your iron. B~cause we're
so wrinkle-resistant we come out of the washer
and drier 'ready to wear:

"SEDGEFIELD JEAIS
START OUT Ila lllD SOFT.
"We won't 'stiff' you because we start
out soft and get softer, faster.

I

launches outlook
Members of the committee for ley, computer . science.
After the 5-year program has
the preparation of an academic
5-year Computing Plan formulated been completed Jn acordance with
the DPA plan, Fred Stanley and
their first meeting October 26.
They discussed the require- George Town will do the necessary
ments and the format for the plan editing of the program.
The last step is to submit the
established by the state Data
Processing Authority (DP A).
program for approval by the vice
president of the Advisory Council,
The purpose of this plan is to:
(1) provide information for Central consisting of the deans of the five
administratiop, (2) provide com- · schools. The dealine for this
puter services information and (3)
program is Nov. 15.
provide information for DPA to
Central's computing program
review and coordinate data proces- has had a lack of academic use due
·sing within the state.
to the lack of facilities. In the fall
Committee members are Stan
of 1974 a card reader terminal was
Dudley, T&IE; John Herum, added.
english; Joe Drovetto, education;
Information is fed in and disRobert Jones, library; Roland
patched to the University of
Shook, biology; Greg Trujillo, Washington computer and then
testing and evaluation; Calvin dispatched back for results.
Wilberg, geography; Stephen Central depends on the UW for
Worsley, economjcs and business academic computing and WSU for
administration; George Town,
adminstrative computing since it
computer science; and Fred Stahouses a basic terminal only.

Weekly iob
listings here
· Th~ following positions are currently available through the Student Employment Office which has
been relocated to Barge 101:
Babvsittin~ (B-2) available
every third Thursday of each
month. Hours are from 9-11 am.
Approximately 8-10 children.
Babysitting (B-3) from 7:30-5:30
pm Monday-Friday. Need own
transportation; three children.
Ideal for a student spouse.
Custodial (C-2) on campus
employment available. Hours are
from 10-1 am. Monday-Friday.
Custodial (C-4) on campus.
Hours are from 7-9 pm MondayFriday.
Clerical (C-10) position available
with typing. Hours are from 8-12
noon. On campus.
·
Engineer-Electronic Tech. (E-1)
needed winter quarter. Part-time,
on campus. Prefer experience in
maintenance of electromechanical
communications equipment.
Housecleaning (H-1) available
for weekends only.
Kitchen Aide (K-1) wanted
immediately. Hours are arranged.
Live-In (L-1) Couple wanted to
live in. Room & board in exchange
for work (construction work, general office work and housekeeping). In Thorp.
Kitchen & Laundry Asst. (Misc.
-1) needed. Kitchen duty is 2
hours, laundry duty is 6 hours.
Receptionist (R-3)/Bookkeeper
needed Saturdays only. In town.
Truck Driver (T-1) for Veterans
needed. One weekend a month (8
hr. days).
Waiter/Waitress (W-1) needed
·immediately; must be 21 years of
age or older.

1

"SEDGEFIELD JEAIS
DON'T COST ABUNDLE.
"Our biggest edge? The price you don't pay
for Do-Nothing because we cost no more than the
regular price of the biggest seller.

"IF WE' RE LYING
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
"Because we've got an unconditional 1-year
warranty: Just send us back our jeans and we'll
replace them. Or refund your money.
"Interested enough to try us on for size?
"Then just dial this foll free number:

"TO FIND SEDGEFIELD JEANS llEAI YOU
DIAL 800 T·l·E E·D·G·E?'.

f~go~@r
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Student appointed to
iustice committee
represent the Central area and
they finish their terms July 31,
1977.
Stahl said, "Both committees
discuss the issues of law and the
issues of morality, but we have no
power yet. The primary purpose is
to help advise the public. The
Planning and Evaluation committee listens to projects and decides
their feasibility and funding. Standards and Legislation decide what
changes should be made in the
law."
Stahl was chosen by submitting
his name as an interested citizen in
this area to Dan Harris of the
Juvenile Law and Justic~ program. In the summer of '76, he was
asked to submit a biography and
on Sept. 17 he was appointed.
The next meeting will be on
Dec. 14, 1976 at the Sea-Tac Hyatt
House.

By BETTY MITCHELL

Tom Stahl, a Central student
has been appointed by Governor
Evans to participate on the Juvennile Justice Advisory Committee.
This committee is designed for
coordinating and planning programs to help juvenile delinquency
and improve juvenile justice, also
it will be responsible for setting
the standards within the juvenile
justice system through effective
planning and program recommendations. It will assist the Governor's committee on Law and Justice.
There are two sub-committees
within the committee. Stahl is in
charge of Planning and Evaluation
while Judge William R. Cole
represents Standards and Legislation. Both Stahl and Cole were
selected on Sept. 17; 1976 to

Kit Shaw

-

National
wrestler

~~~

~~!lb
TENT'NTUBE
The Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop is
announcing a Thanksgiving special
Equipment checked out Nov. 24
and returned Nov. 29 will go for a
weekend rate.
SKI INSTRUCTORS

Ski instructors for adolescent
handicapped individuals are
needed.
Instructors must attend four
training sessions at a cost of $40,

but lifts for these sessions may be
free. Ten instructors are needed
with two more individuals on a
waiting list. Lessons are planned
for Nov. 27-28, Dec. 4-5, and Dec.
11-12.
Those attending the training
session will receive an instructor's
season pass worth $145 and will
also have the opportunity to earn
extra money instructing.
Interested individuals may contact Glenn Madsen in Black Hall at
· 3-3423 or 3-1461.

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
THANKSGIVING
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money. too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ri.de with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUNO. SERVICE
ONE- ROUND- YOU CMJ
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

TO

Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Spokane
Spokane
Spokane
Wenatchee

6.40
6.40
6.40
6.40
9.80
9.80
9.80
5.45

12.20
12.20
12.20
12.20
18.65
18.65
18.65
10.40

9:30
2:45
3:55
8:45
10:50
3:10
8:40
4:30

am
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

YOU
ARRIVE

12:05
5:20
6:20
11:00
3:10
7:35
12:50
6:20

pm
pm
pm

pm .
pm
pm
am
pm

/\sk your agent about additional departures and return trir:s.

Buzz and ·Audrey Wyant

301 Okanogan

925-1177

GO GREYHOUND

_________________________

._

... and leave the driving to us®
....

"It ~ever crossed my mind that
I'd be national champion" said
wrestler Kit Shaw, of his accomplishment back in 1973. Shaw
came back to win the championship again in '7 4 and helped lead
the Central wrestlers to the team
national championship.
For Shaw, the championships
are now two long years and two
knee operations away. The senior
from Sunnyside decided to stay
home the last two years and work
at a warehouse while his knees
recuperated. Now he is at Central
to make his comeback after prac~icing only 10 weeks in the last two
years.
"I'm having a stronger start
than ever. I'm right where I'd
like to be at this point in the
season. My technique is coming
back and I'm in good shape," said
Shaw.
The comeback has not been easy.
Shaw has been eating one meal a
day since March, in order to get
down to his wrestling weight of
142 lbs. Shaw said, "I like · the
dieting and the workouts.
I
complain a lot about it, but I really
· like it."
For Shaw, the hard work and

KIT SHAW
discipline has paid off. Besides his
two collegiate national championships, he :was a state champ in his
junior 'year at Sunnyside, and in
his senior year he was the Freestyle National Champion.
After graduation, Shaw hopes to
compete for Athletes in Action.
He said, "I'd like to wrestle for
AIA for about two years. By then
I'll be an old man." Shaw would
then like to teach special education
and to be a coach.
"God gave me whatever skills I
have so I can tell others about
Christ," Shaw said.

Two programs in fiscal distress
Two programs in financial
trouble were discussed by Central's Board of Trustees Friday
night. The Student Health Center
and the physical education department both face reduction as a
result of rising expenses, it was
reported at the meeting.
Jam es Erickson, dean of professional studies, reported the athletic department is facing increased
costs in order to comply with
federal Title IX anti-sex discrimination laws. Rising expenditures
are in the women's athletic program.
Erickson said, "Women's athletics should be increased to provide
· comparable equipment." . While
Title IX does not necessarily force
the school to make equal funding
available to both departments, it
states parity must be achieved.
To reach parity the womens
athletic program must have increased revenues.
According to Erickson, the program needs two additional women's coaches and assistant
coaches, a women's athletic trainer
and additional money for uniforms
and travel.
Central's student health center
is facing a financial crisis. In the
past the center has been meeting
financial problems with revenues
from student fees and salary
savings to keep the health center
fully operational.
But salary
savings are nearly gone and reve-

nues have not met the costs.
Without additional funding the
health center may have to close
down in patient services and
emergency service.
The board is expected to hear
more on both the health center
financial crisis and women's athletic program funding.
The board heard a report on the
presidential search committee but
took no action. Twelve of the
thirteen search committee members have been selected by various

on-campus groups. The board will
select the thirteenth member
nominated by the Ellensburg
Chamber of Commerce at a speciai
Nov. 19 meeting.
The on-campus members of the
committee include Betty Chavers,
civil service employees; Burton
Williams _ and Don Schliesman,
deans; Al Eberhart and John
Purcell, administration; A.H.
(Abe) Poffenroth; Donald Shupe;
Keith Rinehard; Wilbur Johnson
and Lawrence Danton, faculty.

Kid's Night Out launches
.
new concept 1n recreation
Kid's Night Out (KNO), a
recreational educational program
will be offered next quarter for
children from six to twelve years
of . age.
The ASC sponsored
program is to operate in the SUB
Dabbler.
Mike McCloud, student recreational director says that KNO will
not be a babysitting service but a
program of art, crafts, special
events :rnd movies.
"The program will serve two
purposes: provide a recreational
educational opportunity for the
children and give the parents some
personal leisure time," said
McCloud.

Give the
Northwest's
most beautiful gift
Blue Agate
Gemstones
I

Art of Jewelry
309 N. Pearl

A staff of six will run the
program which will be open to
thirty children. The charge will be
one dollar per child. Admission
will be on a ·first come basis.
The BOC has funded the program for winter quarter. Central's
recreation program will administer KNO and provide the necessary supplies and equipment.
Kid's Night Out will start the
first Friday of winter quarter and
is to run every Friday except on
three day weekends and holidays.
McCloud says that recreation
program members have met with
members of Early Childhood Education (ECE), and the Parent
Student Committee. Interested
parents should contact Melissa
Myers, a- BOC member who is
working on the project, at the ASC
office, 963-1691 or at 925-1629.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Earn Up to $3000 Per Semester/ or much more! Campus reps
wanted to post distribute for
commission. Lines guaranteed to
sell. Agressive, motivated persons. Few hours weekly. Send
resume, $2, for job description,
info sheets, application forms,
post. and handling. · Upon acceptance, -receive coding number,
membership card, work manual
free. With first weekly commission
check, receive your $2 back.
Write: Nationwide College Marketing Services (NCMS), Box
1384, Ann Arbor, MI 4810.6.:._

. I
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Wrestling returns
A number of former All-Americans and national champions will
return to the Central campus
tomorrow night at 7:30 as the
varsity-alumni wrestling meet will
open the wrestling season for the
Wildcats.
Coach Eric Beardsley feels this
year's squad could be a bit
stronger than the past_year's team
and expects the graduate wrestlers to give the varsity keen
competition.
Leadin,g the way for the returning matmen will be Central's only
NCAA All-American and threetime NAIA All-American, Lamoin
Merkley. Presently Bellevue High
School wrestling Coach, Merkley
won national championships at "the
167-pound class in 1966 - '68 and
was named the outstanding
wrestler in the last two national
tournaments. He was also named
to the NAIA National Wrestling
Hall of Fame.
Joinjng Merkley will be 18
alumni wrestlers as opponents for
this year's squad, who have been

holding official practice since Nov.
1.
Other former national champions returning include Craig Skeesick, a 134-pound champion in 1971
and runner-up in '72; Thurman
Landers, 1970 champion at 142;
and Darren Sipe, a two-time ·
national champion in Greco-R<>man
wrestling.
Heading what Coach Beardsley
sees as a scrappy 1976-77 varsity
will be a returning two-time
All-American. Kit Shaw, a senior
who laid out the past- two seasons'
due to knee surgery, · .von a
national championship at 142
pounds before being sidelined.
Joining Shaw will be ten returning lettermen along with some
prize recruits.
The varsity wrestlers will meet
the old grads in a series of special
three one-minute matches designed to avoid over-tiring and injury.
The varsity-alumni exhibition
has been going on since 1969 with
the Alumni winning four of the six.

Mens~

strokers to
form winning squad
The Wildcat swimmers will open
Central's Men's Swim Team
returns with power this season action tomorrow at the U of W in a
with six All-Americans from a relay invitational. Also included in
squad that finished second nation- the event will be Simon Fraser,
UPS, PLU and the U of"Idaho.
ally for the past two years.
WOMEN'S varsity
volleyball team came
Coach Bob Gregson will also
home with t~is trophy from the Eastern Area Tournament held on
have five lettermen included with
WSU's campus Nov. 5-6. Now it's on to regionals for the spikers.
the All-Americans plus some
exceptional potential coming from
freshmen and transfers.
The All-Americans finished
third place or better in last year's
Winning three of four matches WWSC and Southern Oregon be- determine which ohwo teams will- national championships and inelude: Ed Walstead, senior; Jerry
Senior. Jim Hennessy paced
held at the U of Oregon, Central fore succumbing to the host, U of advance to nationals.
It is likely Central will be at White, senior; Eric Tracy, junior; Central to its second straight
Women's Varsity Volleyball team Oregon.
was successful last weekend.
The women spikers will compete third in the tourney behind u of Craig Weishaar, junior; Russell NAIA District 1 Cross Country
Ferguson, sophomore and Mike championship by capturing first in
The Wildcat women defeated in the AIA W Regional tournament Oregon and Portland State.
The junior varsity volleyball Walstead, also a sophomore.
the five-mile race in Spokane last
Oregon College of Education,
over Thanksgiving weekend to
team came out on top last weekend Other lettermen .are Bill Miller, weekend.
with victories over Everett Com- senior; Tony St. Onge, senior; Jim
Hennessy, who also captured
Orr, junior; Chuck White, junior first place in the same meet last
munity and Western.
year, covered the hilly course in
In the match against Western, and Carl Nuenfeldt, sophomore.
Central lost the first game 15-9,
Gregson, NAIA 1974 swim 26:20, ten seconds faster than
but won the next three: 15-10, coach of the year, is particularly teammate Lou Boudreaux, who
15-11 and 15-10. They did the interested with the potential of a finished second.
same -against Everett dropping the sophomore transfer for the UniWith four Central runners finfirst game 15-8 and winning the versity of Texas. He is Craig ishing in the top seven (all making
next three: 15-7, 15-10 and 15-12. MacDonald, Spokane, who com- the All-District team), the WildCoach Mike Crouch said, "The peted last year for the Longh-o rns. cats overwhelmed their competiteam really pulled together. Gregson indicated that MacDon- tion. Central finished with 27
Sonia Cantu played her best match ald's times in the 200 and 500 yard points, followed by Eastern with
of the year this weekend. Dana butterfly and 1,650-yard freestyle 77 points. Simon Fraser was third
Green played very well but she races are all faster than the with 80, Western fourth with 88
suffered an injury and it is very Central school record.
and PLU fifth, totalipg 100.
questionable if she will play this
Freshmen on this year's squad
Central will now advance to the
weekend."
who figure into Gregson's plan -NAIA nationals next Saturday in
This Saturday they travel to are: Roger Coburn, Yakima; Craig Kenosha, Wis.
The Wildcats
take 011 top-rated Shoreline.
Benson, Spokane; Perry Garso, placed sixth in the nation last year.
Crouch said, "This will be the Magna, Utah; and Scott Shake,
Central's Mike Anderbert
toughest
match
of
the
year
and
it
Seattle.
.
placed
fifth with a time of 27:17
603 North Main 925-5539
is our goal to defeat Shoreline."
Divers on this year's team a =e arid Mike Wold seventh with a
~ Pa,ul Evans, senior from Tacoma; 27:27 mark. Toby Suhm placed

Hennessy
captures I

Volleyball spikers take first

_FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
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accepted for Crier editor for

KITTITAS VALLEY
MEADQUARTERS. FOR

YOUR

winter and spring
quarters

.
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for information call Roger Reynolds
or Janet Duuan, Mass Media oUice
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Placement center
aids career choice

FLIPPED OUT-This OCE player bit the dust but returned to rally
the Cats by 14-0, Saturday.
(Photo by Alan Jakubek)

•

OCE pops Cats in skirmish
I

Oregon College of Education
(OCE) captured its second consecutive Evergreen Conference
title last Saturday overtaking a
Central team, 14-0 on Tomlinson
Field.
The first half was played to a
• virtual standstill with OCE taking
advantage of a Central fumble to
record the game's first score.
Oregon College scored on it s
C:-first possession but for the rest of
the half it was a defensive battle.
The OCE Wolves went 59 yards in
nine . plays with fullback Dan
• Westendorf going the final 19 on a
fourth down play.
Central had an opportunity to
get on the scoreboard during the
* first half but Charles Stockwell's
25-yard field goal attempt was
wide. Wildcat linebacker Rick
Harris recovered an OCE fumble
• on the Wolves' 10 to set up the
field goal attempt.

Oregon College put the icin~ on
the cake in the third period after
Central put to score the final
points of the contest. Halfback
Greg Shewbert scooted 22-yards
for the Wolf TD.
Central had one final try in the
fourth quarter moving the ball to
the Wolves' 16, aided by an end
around to Bob Shanahan and a
pass from quarterback Jon Martin
to Tom Ainslie. But the W olve
defe,nse dug in and allowed but six
yards in three rushing plays.
The threat was ended when
Martins' fourth down pass to Jim
Tremper fell incomplete.
Oregon College collected 292
total yards with 246 coming on the
ground. Central picked up 193
total; 141 by rushing. Seniors
John Ross and Tremper contributed 41 and 37 yards respectively.
Central finished the season with

a 3-6 mark and held down fourth
place in the conference with a 3-3
record.

The Career Planning and Placement Center has many facilities to
assist seniors in making career
choices.
Seniors are advised to register
for placement services three quarters before graduation. Room 105
in Barge Hall has the registration
forms.
One of the functions held by the
:enter is a job search workshop.
1:eld quarterly, it consists of a
;eries of three meetings to intro·
duce different career fields.
There are two different
sessions, one for education majors
and the other for all other majors.
The one for the non-education
majors has a broader field to
choose from.
There is also a career library,
containing handbooks on different
jobs, bulletins from different companies on job specifications, salary
information and graduate information.
The center also schedules interviews and assists people in filling
out resumes. Interview rooms are
provided inside the building, and
different companies are scheduled
on different days to interview
prospective students.
Schedules for interviews are
posted outside the center a week
in advance. Interested personnel

sign up for a designated time, and
·should arrive in advance for the
interview.
The student packet containing
his field of interest and other
related material is pulled and
presented to the company representatives for inspection.
Resumes are the most important items for seeking a job and
should be well prepared. Assistance is offered by the center in
this area. An informat~ve pam·
phlet is offered, as well as assistance from trained personnel.
The pamphlet covers personal
data, job objectives, educational
background, previous work experience, references and other information needed to fill out a resume.
This program is not limited to
graduates and seniors. Freshmen
and sophomores are encouraged to
stop by and find out what educational background they should
have for the area -of work they plan
to pursue.
Approximately 95 percent of th.e
education majors go through the
office to find a teaching job
because most schools require a
placement file.
For more information call
963-1921, or stop by the office in
Barge 105.

"Hockey all-stars
•

Two Central coeds have been
selected for the Pacific Northwest
women's field hockey team to
• compete in a national tournament
in Philadelphia, Penn. during
Thanksgiving weekend.

the Northwest team trials held
last weekend in Oregon. Morton,
the captain of the Central team,
was picked for the Nort hwest
second team but will make the trip
to the nationals.

Named to Section 1 team of the
• US Field Hockey Association were
Nancy Halverson, an Anacortes
senior and Kelly Morton, senior
• from Beverly.

Coach Jean Put1iam said eight
regional teams will compete in the
national tournament. The Pacific
Northwest Section 1 team, of
which the Central coeds are members, represents college and university field hockey players from
Washington and Oregon.

.

Halverson, a center-defense,
was tapped for first team honors in

•

•
•

•

------------------------------------------------------------··

.DELI
••

hrs- M-Th 11 am-8 pm
925-4779
F & S 10 am-9 pm
Next to the Liqour Store

COUPON

tiuy 1 lb. of bulk Cream Cheese get a 2nd pound free with this ad.

Now available

Brenner Bros .
Bagels
plain, onion

•

Hickory smoked .salt
89¢ ea.

•

Try one of our great sandwiches
WP: accept
Mast er Charge
Bank Americard
Food Stamps

& sesame

Imported beer and wine, too!

15% off, on cases of either

-------------------------------------------------------------··

W<J1rcn
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OPEN
24
HOURS

Ad prices effective November 18th thru 24th

Each of these advertised
items is reQuired to be read1Jy
available for sale at or below
the advertised price in each
Albertson's store . except as
specifically noted in this ad

A.'Albertsons

7 d ays a wee k 705 N. Ru b y EII ens b urg

w~~!~ .~~~.~~,J

AVAILABILIR

sufficient stock of a 1jve~1sEd
merchandise If for a1~ reason we are out o' stock a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling you to b:.i1 the item
at the advertised price as
soonas1tbecomesava1lable'

Coupon Extravganza

;·_
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$1
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!:::::::•
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,
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,:;
$ 1QQ
•:;:::::·
35
·:::::::1

~
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!::::d :S<

1:::::::1

Cash
value
1/20 of l

Save

~

Noodles

with coupon

27¢ Without COUpon

Li·mit5percoupon
0

1

!l!iJJil

.

Expires.;:;}~~
1:::::::.
,
~

Nov 24

Save
9g...r

1·

28

co~;~n

oz. bottle

5 for ' $ w·1thout coupon

value
1120 of 1 t.t:::::1

0

! !i ·!

lus de .

L.imi"t 6 per
p coupon

p

Expires·,::?;
Nov
24 ::::;::1

ili!.i ft~rnmxEman;rnExtnHDs1nrn2mxm1rn;nxrn2n~~!Tili'!/.P~1rrnzx1nmmrn1rmnnrnmrnrn1ttrtnnx1wmmm~~:;l.lilil
;:n ~ Janet Lee
go Frank Fritter
t::i
!l:1.; Frozen Fried ™ $1.89 11~:;; ,::~::::i.;
$1.29
ttj::Il
t~& !
Ch·1cken 32
with coupon
<t1 ! Corn Dogs l 6oz.
with coupon
tn
Save

E::;::1

I

4

r::::::~ t
.:::::::~

.c

F> <

value

1120

3ot

oz •

2.29 without coupon

save

,

Limit one per coupon

•
h:::::· t
Expires (:::1 .c
Nov.24

<? <

of

.

.

1.59 without coupon

.:::::::,

Expires 1:::::::1
Nov.24

·t?

Limit one per coupon
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NH Small Pink ~v,e 8tor$l
lJIJJU Grapefruit
with coupon

i!:!it! C~~~}!~ackageaot
!!!!!!!!! i _ .Fresh B9ked
!?J :S
o u r Bakery
.
{}~

<

;Ai!e

~iJ!l lij

Fresh
Avocados

'~!fl_!

Pizza Boat

(!!!!~ ~

Fresh Baked

.
Expires

-:-:·:-:1 -

(::::1

0

1120v:!

in

·
$1.39 without coupon

$1. oo /Pkg.

1120 of i

with cqupon
.
Limit one pkg. per coupon

Expires
·Nov. 24
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wi;h
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.

.
89¢ without coupon

11~~~e1,il:l

$l

f;~upon
59

¢

.

Expires E:·:·:·l

v20 011

with coupon
Limit one per coupon
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